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readers’ letters.
Obesity and malnutrition in childhood
In an article published in issue 111 of the magazine, Dr Adolf
Cassan stated that the prevalence of childhood obesity in
Spain is close to 18%, a situation that he described as “highly
concerning”, and which needed to be addressed “with all the
resources available to us”. I hope that many parents will take
note of his explanations, since I imagine that it is down to
parents, as well as health authorities, to begin tackling what
is a global problem. So global that, according to the WHO,
childhood obesity affects more than 41 million children
aged under five worldwide. Over-nourished children who
inhabit the same planet as millions of others (200 million
according to UNICEF) of the same age suffering from
chronic malnutrition. The truth is that we have little reason
to feel proud of the world we have built.

Carlos López Arandio
Logroño
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editorial.
Are we at the beginning
of the end of cancer?
Medical advances over recent decades make this now more than a rhetorical question. Numerous factors are coming together which allow us to consider this possibility. Some connected with the concept of smart patients, who don’t smoke or
have given up, who aim to follow a healthy diet, take physical exercise and avoid a
sedentary lifestyle, protect themselves from the sun, vaccinate themselves against
hepatitis B and C and against human papilloma virus (HPV), breastfeed their babies
and take part in the early detection programmes that health authorities recommend.
In short, factors connected with lifestyle.

Dr. Carlos Humet
Medical Director of Barcelona
Hospital

Alongside all of these there are diagnostic resources which are increasingly precise,
allowing for early diagnosis, advances in our understanding and surgical techniques,
improvements in the efficacy of chemotherapy and, more recently, the addition of
immuno-therapy and pharmacogenomics to the arsenal of cancer treatments. A better understanding of the human genome and molecular biology allows treatments
to be tailored to each individual patient and tumour, and each stage of the tumour.
As a result of all of these factors, nowadays more than 50% of cancers are cured, and
many patients are living longer with a good quality life.
The monograph section in the central pages of this edition presents readers with
the benefits of personalised or precision medicine. The Espriu Foundation, together
with SCIAS, Grup Assistència and the whole Asisa Group are pioneers in this form
of medicine and the benefits that it offers patients.

“A better
understanding
of the human
genome and
molecular biology
allows treatments
to be tailored
to each patient
and tumour, and
each stage of the
tumour”

It is not all good news, however. The price of new drugs may limit access of many
patients who could benefit from a treatment. The huge volume of resources focused
on research and the pharmaceutical industry may cause conﬂicts of interest to the
detriment of patients. Meanwhile there are also pseudo-therapies with no scientific
basis in the hands of unscrupulous professionals who exploit the vulnerability of
cancer patients, in particular in advanced stages. And we have yet to see the nature of the impact of increased inequality in Western societies, leading to a lower
educational level among certain groups of the population, increased child obesity,
addiction to new technologies and sedentary lifestyles, etc.
The interview with Dr Julio Mayol raises these and other urgent questions that arise
in response to medical advances. Dr Mayol very incisively adds a fifth “p” to the
adjectives of our new medicine: preventive, predictive, participatory, personalised,
and also “populational”, because consideration must be given not only to genetic
information, but also social information about patients.
Lastly, our colleague Dr Fernando Bandrés charts the journey that has brought us
to personalised medicine, and analyses the many ethical and social questions that it
raises. The issue is, in his own words, one of turning precision, personalised medicine into a model “with great educational capacity, to show the renewed humanism
we need in this century. So that the so-called “welfare state” becomes a way of being
“natural and civilised”, the result of lucid and critical analysis of the reality in which
we live and that lives in us”.

.

health.
prevent and cure

A corn or callus is a small hardened area of the surface layer of skin which emerges
as a consequence of repeated pressure or friction.

Corns and calluses
Dr. Adolf Cassan

It is a problem that everyone is familiar with, as to a
greater or lesser extent it affects most of the population
at some time during their life. Calluses can appear on
many parts of the body, such as on hands subjected to
harsh activities, as in the case of rowers or wood cutters.
Most commonly, though, they appear on the feet, which
is precisely where they cause the greatest discomfort.
Causes

In truth, calluses develop as the body’s defensive mechanism against a repeated external aggression. If a part
of the surface of the body is roughly subjected to unusual friction or pressure, such as when wearing in new
shoes that rub against the feet at a particular point,
then the typical blisters will form, but in the case of
constant or persistent aggression, the skin cells in the
affected area receive a particular stimulus and react by
multiplying and increasing production of keratin, the
hardest substance present in the epidermis. In short,
a thickened, harder area of skin gradually forms, and
that is the corn.
The most common reason for their formation is the
use of inappropriate footwear, made from inflexible
leather or with a pointed toe, above all if they have a
high heel, since the bodyweight is then pushed towards
the front of the foot, pressing the skin against the shoe.
The foot may also have some deformity, which although
it might not be obvious enough to cause any other discomfort, is sufficient to prompt constant friction against
the shoe. And on occasion this is accentuated by the way
a person walks, which tends to increase the friction or
pressure on one part of the foot.
Types

Calluses can appear anywhere on the body, but normally developed in certain typical regions, with different
characteristics depending on the area affected and the
triggering mechanism. On the side of the foot, which is
often subjected to friction but not constant compression,
a particular type of callus normally forms: a thickened
area of skin without a clear boundary, which is thicker
in the centre and less so at the edge.
On the toes, however, which are kept compressed

and squashed against the shoe, the type of callus typically referred to as a corn tends to form: an area of thickened skin with a much harder centre, clearly different
from the surrounding skin and known as the “core”. For
as long as the excess pressure continues, the core will
become larger, and ultimately irritate the nerve endings
beneath, which then causes pain. Pain is in fact the normal sign of such corns, above all when the sufferer has
spent a long time in inappropriate footwear either walking or standing, as this activity makes the area becomes
inflamed and increases the compression of the nerves.
Dealing with the problem

The right approach to the emergence of calluses is in
principle very straightforward: as they are formed as a
mechanism to protect an area of the skin against ex-
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Anti-corn products, such as liquids or plasters, are
not free of risk as they are aggressive substances that,
if not properly applied to the affected area, can cause
irritation or even burns on the surrounding skin. And an
attempt to remove corns with razor blades, if one does
not have the right experience, is also dangerous as it
can easily cause small wounds which can then become
infected.
Meanwhile, it is difficult to completely remove a
corn, especially if it has a core, and such treatment may
relieve the discomfort for a while, but the corn will soon
form again.
Treatment

ternal aggression, avoiding the causal factor will be
enough to prevent their emergence. Since corns are
typically caused by inappropriate footwear (inflexible
leather, narrow toe and high heel), a switch to more
suitable shoes, selecting the most appropriate model
in each case, will normally be sufficient. Many people,
though, instead of doing this try to get rid of the corns
by removing them themselves, a method that is not only
ineffective but also potentially dangerous.
To get rid of corns various methods can be used. Keratolytic or anti-corn products are available, for example,
which break down the keratin and help to eliminate the
excess tissue, or the callus can otherwise be filed away.
Sufferers should not take matters into their own hands,
though; they should turn to a specialist, a chiropodist,
who will take or prescribe appropriate action.

The chiropodist must first of all determine the type of
callus and the cause of the problem. If the foot has no
deformities that could be the cause, an attempt will be
made to identify any problem in the footwear, while
specifying more suitable shoes to be used in each case.
An attempt will be made to eliminate or at least to reduce the pressure on the affected surface of the skin,
or if this is not possible to redistribute it across a larger area, so that the pressure per unit of area is lower,
thereby reducing the stimulus for the callus to develop.
If there are deformities on the foot, the mechanical alteration leading to the development of the callus will
need to be determined, on occasion by performing certain studies.
Once the cause of the callus has been examined, the
chiropodist will be able to decide on the most appropriate action. This might involve removal, for example.
Under strict hygiene conditions to avoid infection, and
using appropriate instruments, the layers of skin that
make up the callus will gradually be removed, and the
core will also be extracted. The procedure, when performed by an experienced practitioner, is not normally
painful. If it does cause pain, the specialist may apply an
anaesthetic product to reduce discomfort to a minimum.
The area treated will then be protected to avoid any friction or compression over the following days.
Elimination of the callus cannot, though, be seen
as definitive treatment, since unless the circumstances
that caused it to develop are modified, it will undoubtedly once again form over time. And the idea is to avoid
having to keep visiting the docotr, by instead finding a
way to prevent the problem from developing the first
place. To begin with, the most appropriate type of footwear needs to be established. But if the problem is not
the shoe but the foot itself, a different strategy will be
needed, normally involving an attempt to correct the
deformity. If this is not possible, the conditions may prescribe the use of some device such as a specially made
cushion or an adapted silicon pad which is applied to
avoid friction between the affected part of the foot and
the shoes that the sufferer normally wears. This will be
the only way to resolve the condition

.
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HLA Group Reproduction Units

An international model
With an average of 11,000 treatments a year accounting for nearly 10% of all reproductive medicine
procedures performed in Spain, the HLA Group’s Reproduction Units have become a national and
international model. Their quality and high success rates, their location within hospitals, personalised
treatment and a constant commitment to innovation are the key to their success.

Meritxell Tizón

The number of infertility treatments is rising all the
time. According to figures from the SEF (Spanish Fertility Society), around 7% of births in Spain are the result of assisted reproduction techniques, a figure that,
together with over 100,000 such treatments also performed in this country, places Spain at the top of global rankings, overtaken only by the United States and
Japan.
This boom is not the result of an increase in infertility but rather of social factors, the main element being
the fact that women delay their first pregnancy until
an average age which is older than previously and currently stands at 32. Other social behaviours also play a
part such as the increase in the number of single women, single-parent families and separations, as well as,
of course, the great technological advances in this field
which have resulted in ever more available resources to
achieve a pregnancy.
Within this context, with an average of 11,000 tre-

atments a year, representing some 10% of all reproductive medicine procedures conducted in Spain, the HLA
Group’s Reproduction Units have become a national and
international flagship in this field of medicine.
Experience in expansion

The story of the HLA Group’s Reproduction Units began 35 years ago with the HLA Vistahermosa Clinic in
Alicante, run by Dr José Jesús López Gálvez, who three
decades later is now the director of a network specialist
centres covering ten Spanish cities: Madrid, Zaragoza,
Denia, Valencia, Murcia, Malaga, Granada, Almeria, Jerez and Ceuta. Valencia and Seville are included in the
forthcoming expansion plans, which likewise cover the
international sphere, as the units in place in Mexico City
and Managua will soon be followed by further projects
in the Near East.
According to Dr José Jesús López Gálvez, the keys
to the success of these specialist centres lies in “the cer-
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tainty that they offer patients and their families that
they will have access to a hospital care structure”, and
the quality provided to patients. Dr López Gálvez emphasises in this regard that “the HLA Group is audited
at the highest quality levels imposed not only in official
audits by the corresponding Regional Health Ministries,
but also internal auditing”.
Another aspect highlighted by Dr Gálvez is the “cutting-edge” technology available. The centres are committed to innovation in order to provide their patients
with personalised techniques and treatments, the aim
being to achieve the highest possible levels of effectiveness, with a 90% success rate. One example would be the
embryo incubators available (the Eeva, Embryoscope,
Gery and combine Eeva-Gery systems), which are the
newest in the field of assisted reproduction, and significantly improve success rates.
Embryo health

Dr López Gálvez also focuses on the outstanding contribution made by the Group’s Medical Genetics Unit, one
of the most advanced in Spain, which has in place the
staff and equipment needed to achieve perfect clinical
diagnosis and genetic advice as to not only hereditary
illnesses but also genetic pathologies in other specialist
fields. “Reproduction techniques are developing hugely,
not only with the aim of helping women to fulfil their
desire for pregnancy, but also to provide them with the
healthiest possible embryo,” the doctor adds.
In this regard, Dr López Gálvez is keen to clarify
that although very substantial advances have been
made in reproduction, “it is important not to make the
mistake of believing that these new techniques solve
every problem”, and that assisted reproduction is a panacea, because then “many women further delay their
first pregnancy. This is not the way to view things, and
although today we can guarantee a high success rate,
there are women who, because of their personal circumstances or associated illnesses, find it difficult to
become pregnant,” he warns.
In his opinion, then, it is essential to preserve fertility, a concept that was in the past taken into account
only in certain cases (such as women with oncological
conditions), but which now, because of new social models and later pregnancies, has become particularly important. Dr Gálvez supports the approach that routine
gynaecological examinations be used “to inform women
of their ovarian reserve, because if it is found to be declining, they can be subjected to ovarian hyperstimulation
to freeze their eggs for future use”.
“There is no need for alarm,” the doctor clarifies,
“because a woman with a low risk can easily become
pregnant by natural means, in other words, the concept
of ovarian reserve is not wholly linked to the quality of
the eggs. But it is worth taking into account in case a
woman is unable to become pregnant and then opts for

reproduction treatment, as the response might not be
as good at a more advanced stage”.
He also recommends that those women who, for
personal reasons, wish to delay their pregnancy, should
consider fertility preservation before they turn 35 “because when the time comes, they can try to have children with the healthiest possible embryo”, he says.

.

Commitment to
teaching and research
The proof of the firm commitment of the HLA
Group Reproduction Units to teaching and
research is provided by the creation of the Chair
of Reproductive Biomedicine attached to the
Department of Histology and Anatomy of the
Medical Faculty of Miguel Hernández University,
based at the Vistahermosa Clinic Reproduction
unit.
Following a similar approach, a partnership was
established 18 years ago at the same university
to set up its own master’s course in reproductive
medicine and genetics, a post-graduate training
qualification that has been followed by over
200 professionals, some of whom are today the
world’s leading experts in the field.

Dr José Jesús López Gálvez, Director of the
HLA Group Reproduction Units.
The HLA Group Reproduction Units are
also highly active in the field of research,
registering two patents over recent years: an
electrochemical sensor that will help doctors to
select the most viable embryos for implantation
in the womb of women having difficulties in
conceiving naturally, and an embryology training
system for teaching purposes which, in the words
of Dr Gálvez, “serves to teach our students how
to perform in vitro fertilisation, with differing
degrees of difficulty, through micro-injection
outside a hospital complex”.

health.
User’s corner

The thyroid is a gland located in the neck with the role of producing essential hormones to allow
our body to function correctly. These hormones control practically every one of our organs’
functions. They are involved in the running of our metabolism and nervous system and the
regulation of cardiac rhythm, the absorption of cholesterol and levels of calcium in the blood.

What is the thyroid gland,
and what does it do?
Dolors borau

The term “thyroid” refers to both a cartilage and a gland.
The gland is an organ belonging to the endocrine system, which is made up of other glands and structures
that produce substances known as hormones. Hormones
perform their function in a different part of the body
from where they are produced. One could say that they
act as messengers which travel around the bloodstream
and arrive at the different tissues to regulate vital organic functions.
The cartilage protects the vocal cords and gets its
name from this function: thyros means “shield” in Greek.
This “shield” is what gives us our Adam’s apple. The
gland, which weighs between 20 and 30 grammes, is located in front of and slightly below the thyroid cartilage
and has a butterfly shape with two lobes, one on each
side. Its tissue is made up of follicles in the form of small
sacs whose function is to produce, store and secrete the
thyroid hormones: T3, or triiodothyronine (with three
iodine molecules) and T4, thyroxine (with four iodine
molecules).
ConneCTion wiTh The piTuiTAry glAnD

The thyroid is connected with the pituitary gland and
the hypothalamus found inside the brain and responsible for issuing orders. The hypothalamus gathers information from the bloodstream and when it detects low
levels of T3 and T4 sends a signal (the hormone TRH)
to the pituitary gland, which reacts by producing another hormone (TSH), which will stimulate the thyroid to
synthesise T3 and T4. The level of TSH, or thyroid-stimulating hormone, provides a great deal of information in
understanding conditions that affect the metabolism and
in detecting the presence of cancer of the thyroid. It is

essential for our body to have the right concentrations
of TSH, T3 and T4 in order to function properly, allowing our metabolism to obtain energy and to maintain
cognitive processes.
At the rear of the two butterfly-shaped lobes are four
pea-sized parathyroid glands, which produce parathormone. Also, C cells are found throughout the thyroid and
produce another hormone, calcitonin. Parathormone
and calcitonin regulate the levels of calcium in the blood.
We associate calcium with our bone and dental health
but tend not to be aware that it is involved in processes
of muscle contraction, maintaining our heartbeat and
the transmission of nervous impulses. The role of parathormone and calcitonin is of huge importance.
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The endocrine system
• Made up of glands and structures that produce
substances known as hormones

www.

Health Channel
shorturl.at/wzOP2
The function of the thyroid gland
shorturl.at/ELPU5

Hormones
• They perform their function remotely
• They act as messengers travelling along the
bloodstream
• They reach different tissues to regulate vital
organic functions
Thyroid hormones
• T3, or triiodothyronine
• T4, or thyroxine
• Parathormone
• Calcitonin
Functions of the thyroid hormones
• They regulate blood temperature, cardiac
rhythm, muscular strength and menstrual
cycles
• They control intestinal movements, the
absorption of cholesterol and levels of calcium
in the blood
• They are needed for the formation of vitamin A
and to maintain memory
• They are involved in the development of the
foetus and the nervous system
• They have a role in metabolic functioning and
energy use

inVolVemenT in ViTAl proCesses

The set of thyroid hormones are involved in vital processes and they regulate blood temperature, cardiac
rhythm, muscular strength and menstrual cycles; they
control intestinal movements, the absorption of cholesterol and levels of calcium in the blood; they are needed
for the formation of vitamin A and to maintain memory;
they are involved in the development of the foetus and
the nervous system; they have a role in our metabolic
functioning, regulating how energy is used and how
much should be consumed. Their involvement in our
metabolic function is connected with maintaining body
weight.
Conditions of the thyroid can alter the size of the

gland and may affect how it functions. An alteration in
thyroid size is known as goitre, which is not a condition
commonly seen today but was years ago, above all in inland areas. Iodine is found in only a few foodstuffs, above
all those from the sea: fish, seafood and shellfish. If the
thyroid does not have enough iodine to produce T4 it
works non-stop so as to generate enough and so grows
out of control. This was one of the reasons why the
World Health Organization decided that iodine should
be added to salt because it is a basic ingredient in every
home. Iodine-treated salt ensured that every household,
however far from the sea and even if its diet did not include fish, would consume enough iodine. The lack of
this mineral in certain geographical or impoverished
regions would affect women during pregnancy and the
impact on the development of the unborn child and baby
could result in physical and mental disabilities. These
hormones have a vital function in the full development
of our body.

.
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Postpartum thyroiditis is an inflammation of the thyroid for reasons that are not yet fully
understood. The condition affects around five per cent of pregnant women who, after they
have given birth, find that the functioning of this gland is altered, giving rise to symptoms
ranging from exhaustion to depression, hair loss or weight gain.

Postpartum thyroiditis,
confusing symptoms
Dolors borau

My friend Maria found it hard to get pregnant and felt
that if she waited any longer she would be too old. When
she did get pregnant she was really happy and being
a positive person thoroughly enjoyed her pregnancy.
Which is why we were so surprised at how she acted
after having her baby, mostly because everything had
gone so well. She seemed to have become a different
person. During the first three months she was really
anxious, nervous and exhausted. Both she and those
close to her imagined that all this irritability was down
to the stress of looking after a newborn but we were
surprised that she didn’t seem to be at all happy. Everything overwhelmed her, she was sweating, always felt hot
and when we tried to calm her down she told us that
we didn’t understand, that her heart was out of control.
She was really frightened at the idea that the birth of a
child could have transformed her into being a different
person.
After the third month everything changed and she
felt sad, even more fatigued and was always cold. She
seemed to be suffering from postpartum depression and
because she couldn’t understand what was happening to
her and felt guilty about not being happy, she explained
it all to her doctor. And that day everything fell into place: it wasn’t postpartum depression, it was postpartum
thyroiditis. The symptoms were clear and she had to wait
for the results of a blood test. However, understanding
that what she was going through was not a rejection of
the baby she had so longed for was a real relief for her.
She was ill and could be prescribed treatment. That gave
her peace of mind.
inFlAmmATion oF The ThyroiD

Postpartum thyroiditis is a condition that affects around
5% of pregnant women. During pregnancy the immune
system is less active and after delivery it regains its level
of activity. In the case of thyroiditis, there are certain

antibodies that become too prevalent after the birth and
attack the thyroid, causing considerable inflammation.
The inflammatory process means that the tissue of the
thyroid gland releases too much hormone into the blood,
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and during the first three months this produces the same
symptoms as hyperthyroidism: accelerated metabolism,
nervousness, palpitations, sweating, hotness, exhaustion… Also, the inflammation that has damaged the gland
prevents it from producing enough hormones and by the
third month hypothyroidism occurs, slowing down the
metabolism, causing tiredness, depression, constipation,
coldness, hair loss, dry skin and weight gain. She was told
that this stage could last almost a year which depressed
her a little, but she also realised that the condition would
come to an end.
The blood tests revealed an alteration in the levels
of hormones T3 and T4 were below normal values,
hence the fact that her metabolism had slowed down.
The levels of TSH, however, were high because as this
is the hormone that stimulates the thyroid to produce
T3 and T4, and as it did not produce sufficient of these
it kept stimulating. Meanwhile, the level of anti-thyroidal antibodies responsible for the inflammatory process
was high. She would need to wait a few months to see if
everything returned to normal, but if the symptoms worsened, then replacement thyroid hormone would need
to be administered, with the same effect as if the body

13

was producing it itself. The treatment does not interfere
with breastfeeding and is withdrawn after a few months if the thyroid is found to have regained its normal
function. In 25% of women who suffer from postpartum
thyroiditis the condition can become chronic although
they can continue to take the medication which is an
effective treatment.
unKnown CAuses

We do not clearly understand why thyroiditis occurs,
only that there are certain risk factors such as suffering
an auto-immune disease such as type I diabetes; a personal or family background of thyroid dysfunction; and
the possibility of a repeat occurrence in subsequent
pregnancies.
What we all clearly realised is that we should not
resign ourselves to conditions we do not understand
nor just assume that they are caused by stress. Maria
wanted the birth of her child to be a joyful experience
but, because of the associated illness, it was a real source of anguish; understanding and treating the condition
gave her confidence in herself, which helped facilitate
her recovery.

.
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What is postpartum thyroiditis?
• An inflammation of the thyroid gland that
occurs in the months after giving birth.
• It is an autoimmune condition caused by
antibodies that attack the thyroid.
Evolution
• The symptoms seen during first three months
are the same as hyperthyroidism: accelerated
metabolism, nervousness, palpitations,
sweating, hotness, exhaustion…
• From the third month onwards,
hypothyroidism emerges: slowed metabolism,
tiredness, depression, constipation, coldness,
hair loss, dry skin and weight gain.
• The hypothyroidism can last a year.
Treatment
• Replacement thyroid hormone: levothyroxine,
which has the same effect as the hormone
produced by our own body.

© Jordi Negret
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Unfairly underapreciated, the sweet potato is rich in carbohydrates,
with more vitamins and fibre than potatoes, while being just as
versatile in the kitchen.

Sweet potato:
an autumnal option
Núria Jané i Dra. Montserrat Montraveta
Sweet potatoes are available practically all year round, but as seasonal produce should be bought when autumn comes around. October and November
are the perfect months to cook and enjoy them, as they are highly nutritious,
rich in carbohydrates (both complex and simple), vitamins and folic acid.
They also contain practically no fat, and despite their sweetness, once they
are cooked their glycaemic load is low and the glucose enters the bloodstream
slowly, without prompting any sudden spikes of insulin. Thanks to the nutrients they provide, sweet potatoes are particularly suitable in the diet of
children and athletes.
They are often underapreciated, but offer numerous health benefits: they
are rich in methionine (an essential amino acid which is quite rare among
vegetables), beta-carotenes (with their known antioxidant effect, and which
give them their orange colour), as well as vitamins A and E. It should be emphasised that 70% of their weight is water, making them a food with a detox
function, particularly if boiled.
The peoples of Central America were already growing sweet potatoes when
Christopher Columbus arrived on their shores in 1492. On his fourth voyage
he brought the potato back to Spain to be farmed, and it then spread rapidly
throughout Europe. 90% of the crop is now grown in Asia.
In the kitchen, the sweet potato is a highly versatile basic foodstuff which can
be eaten boiled, fried or mashed, as a side dish with meat and fish, or even as
a main ingredient in soups, desserts and pies. Its texture and flavour mean
it adapts perfectly to any recipe. Meanwhile, it provides more antioxidant
vitamins and fibre than potatoes. It should nonetheless be properly cooked,
as it can otherwise be difficult to digest.

.

Sweet potato and
onion omelette
Ingredients:
• 2 sweet potatoes
• 1 large onion
• 4 eggs
• Oil, salt and rosemary
Method:
Bake the sweet potatoes until they are
cooked. Chop and set aside. Meanwhile,
gently fry one large onion in a little oil.
Add the chopped sweet potatoes and
brown for a few minutes.
Lastly, beat the eggs and mix in with
the sweet potatoes and onion.
Season with salt and pepper, add a little
rosemary and cook the omelette.

Roy S. Miclat. CEO of the Healthcare Cooperative 1 Coop Health (CHMF), Phillipines.

“CHMF … promotes affordable mass health care
access as a first principle for economic growth
and social prosperity”
On July 8, 2014 13 leading cooperatives, federations and organizations from the Philippines
joined forces to create the Cooperative Health Management Federation. In this interview Roy S
Miclat, CEO of the Federation for the last three years, explains its structure and goals, as well as
the nature of its relationship with the public health system in the country.

What is the origin of 1 Coop Health? What are its
main objectives?
Also known as the Cooperative Health Management
Federation, 1 CoopHealth is the first cooperative health
maintenance organization (HMO) created in the Philippines. It was founded on 8 July 2014 by 13 leading cooperatives, federations and organizations with the main
objective being to provide quality and affordable healthcare service to its member-cooperatives.
CHMF or “One Coop Health” embodies the collective pioneering vision of the country’s leading cooperatives. To leverage community, institutional knowhow,
technical expertise, good governance, data & networks
and technology into building a private health care platform that is progressive, responsive and inclusive.
CHMF’s founders took on the challenge in providing and managing health care for the welfare of their
individual members. They made this possible by contributing on a common fund and building a competitive
management.
1 Coop Health is a federation gathering several cooperatives, could you explain to us what is the federation’s structure and how it works?
This Federation is composed of duly registered cooperatives with various line of businesses that are willing
to patronize the services of this Federation, and possess
all the qualifications and none of the disqualifications
provided for in the By-laws.
More than just a platform for sustainable private
health care, it is also an area for ideas and innovation.
Founded on timeless humane values but adaptive to the
changing human condition, aware of the individual ra-

tionale for health care but responsive to communal aims
as a social and business enterprise.
CHMF believes in the principles of cooperativism.
Thus, it promotes affordable mass health care access as a
first principle for economic growth and social prosperity.
The purposes for which this Federation is organized are
to: in the first place provide affordable primary, secondary, and tertiary health care to individual members of
member-cooperatives; the second provide support, enhancement, development and assistance in the modernization of the facilities, equipment and services of MMG
and Health Services Cooperative Hospitals. Finally we
provide affordable health care to the aging population
of member-cooperatives.
What are the advantages and services offered by 1
Coop Health to cooperative members?
EThe product and business model of CHMF offers “winwin” benefits to its cooperative members. First, it adds
value to the traditional reimbursement-type hospital
income benefit which is common in Microinsurance.
1 Coop Health provides a pre-paid or cashless package
for treatment and preventive care. Its investment in
business relationships with healthcare networks is an
initiative to ease the burden of clients initially paying
for their health emergency needs. On the other hand,
the healthcare facilities gain business from servicing the
low-income and marginalized sector whose capacity to
pay for healthcare is enhanced by its entitlement in insurance.
Second, CHMF contributes to the financial stability
of its coop members. It continues to attract more primary cooperatives to join and pool its in-house health assis-
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tance programs to 1Coop Health; thereby strengthening
the viability of the model.
Lastly, 1 Coop Health is working on partnerships
with social insurance organizations. Some coop-owners
of CHMF have formal arrangements with PhilHealth’s
local offices in terms of facilitating enrolment and collection of premiums. We want to create more relationships
with organizations who aim to make healthcare affordable and accessible.
Do health cooperatives and the Philippine public
health system maintain any line of collaboration?
Healthcare financial risk protection in the country is
mainly provided by the government through the Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (PhilHealth) which
is managed by the Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (PHIC).
PhilHealth is the health insurance provider run
by the Philippine government. It is an affordable and
progressive insurance program that extends financial
assistance to all citizens seeking medical help, whether
employed or unemployed. Membership is compulsory
for all employees and half of the monthly contribution is
covered by the employer while the other half is deducted
from the employees’ salary. (imoney.ph)
The hybrid health system, and the limitations of
PhilHealth – which offers a defined set of services at
predetermined rates and does not cover items such as
dental check-ups – has helped fuel the development of
health maintenance organisations (HMOs), with about
28 HMOs now registered across the country. Now regulated by the Insurance Commission, after regulatory
control was transferred from the DoH in 2015, the country’s HMOs provide access to a wide range of health care
services to their members, depending on the fees paid
and the package bought. HMO plans for corporate accounts are always integrated with PhilHealth benefits
because employers pay 50% of their employees’ PhilHealth premiums. (oxfordbusinessgroup.com)
Members may use their HMO membership along
with their PhilHealth plan. The amount of financial
assistance that PhilHealth extends to its members will
vary according to the disease. The remaining balance
will then be paid by the HMO plan.
As I have mentioned above, 1 Coop Health is working on partnerships with social insurance organizations.
Some coop-members of CHMF have formal arrangements with PhilHealth’s local offices in terms of facilitating enrolment and collection of premiums.
What do you think is the main challenge of the cooperative movement in the Philippines?
The main challenge of the cooperative movement in the
Philippines is basically the low level of acceptance due to
the misconception that HMO memberships are only for
the rich.

Experienced in the healthcare,
banking and insurance
sectors.
Roy S. Miclat has been the CEO of the Philippine
Cooperative Health Management Federation, 1 Coop
Health, since 2014. In 2017 the Federation joined
the International Health Cooperative Organisation
(IHCO). His cooperative experience also extends
also to the banking and insurance sector, in which
he is presently a vice-president of the Cooperative
Bank of Bataan and treasurer of the First Community
Cooperative.

In view of the government initiatives to insure that
all Filipinos have health coverage, 1 Coop Health offers
micro-health plans that targets the low-income sector, in
which members are mainly fishermen, drivers, farmers
and laborers.
Apart from the fact that PhilHealth benefits are government-mandated, at least 95% of the country’s 6 Million
HMO members are on corporate plans but these are almost always integrated into the National Health Insurance
Programme (PhilHealth). It is therefore apparent that the
number of Filipino individuals who avail HMO services
are considerably low compared to those who utilize PhilHealth services.

.
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Fourth Orthopaedic Surgery and Traumatology seminar
addresses periprosthetic infection
Coordinated by the medical services of Assistència Sanitària, the event will be held at
Barcelona Hospital and attended by specialists from various establishments.

A substantial group of specialists in traumatology, rehabilitation and physiotherapy from different medical
centres will be gathering on 23 November at Barcelona
Hospital to address periprosthetic infection and the keys
to improving treatment. At this fourth edition, the seminar will comprise two blocks: the first dedicated to management and prevention, and the second to the surgical
aspects. Both sections will end with the presentation of
various clinical case studies courtesy of the speakers contributing to each roundtable discussion.
Coordinated by the medical services of Assistència
Sanitària, with notable speakers and Dr Alfredo Matamala as moderator, this is the fourth seminar dedicated to

orthopaedic surgery and traumatology to be held, following those dealing with carpal instability, spinal fractures
and elbow trauma.
In their commitment to the training of medical professionals, the organisations of the Assistència Group
firmly believe in the qualifications of their doctors and
the promotion of knowledge. Over recent years Barcelona Hospital has staged various medical seminars,
including in particular those focused on pregnancy pathology and paediatrics. The aim is always to respond
to the demand raised by professionals in their regular
practice, and to offer an appropriate response to scientific advances.

.
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Barcelona Hospital,
a model for
neuro-development
In Mid-November the medical institution
will be the venue for a gathering of newborn
neurological development specialists.

On 16 and 17 November, Barcelona Hospital will be staging one
of the leading events in Spain focused on of newborn baby development with a high neurological risk. The NeNe Foundation,
a non-profit organisation dedicated to training, research and
dissemination of information concerning neurological problems in newborn babies, chose the hospital as its partner in the
organisation of the third of its courses, directed by Dr Miriam
Martínez-Biarge (Hammersmith Hospital, London), Dr Alfredo
García-Alix (Sant Joan de Déu Hospital, Barcelona) and Xavier
Demestre (SCIAS Hospital, Barcelona).
The course is aimed at neonatal specialists, general paediatricians, neuro-paediatricians, psychologists and rehabilitation
staff, with the contents divided into four blocks: prematurity,
perinatal hypoxic-ischemic aggression, congenital heart conditions and infectious diseases. The aims of the course, which will
be held to coincide with World Prematurity Day, focus firstly
on offering a comprehensive, systematic and up-to-date vision
of the various neuro-development problems faced by newborn
babies with these conditions. Its second aim is to teach how
to identify those factors that could provide early prediction of
the emergence of problems in different areas, along with their
severity. Lastly, there will be an explanation of how to design
individualised monitoring programmes tailored to the specific
needs of each patient and each family.

.
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SCIAS Social Participation
Department season begins
In September the new season began at the premises
of the SCIAS Social Participation Department, which
is the cooperative’s shared meeting point. This year,
the calendar started off with a substantial increase in
member registrations, partly thanks to the renewed
range of activities on offer, both cultural and medical,
and also leisure, including in particular language and
refresher classes, family outings, film and documentary
evenings, cultural tours and hiking trips, along with
plenty of other ideas on offer.

Awards ceremony and martial arts display at the end of season
celebration in June.

The previous year’s events were drawn to a close in
June with the traditional awards and trophies handed
out to the winners of the competitions staged by the
organisation, along with a martial arts display and an
open air party at the central venue. There was still
plenty going on during the summer, however, above
all for children, who were participated actively in the
summer educational and leisure programme.

news

Doctor Espriu club begins season with
successful new activities
Cultural outings, board games, cuisine, music, literature and workshops make up the club’s leisure offering.
The Doctor Espriu Club continues to consolidate its position as a meeting point and leisure facility for Assistència
Sanitària doctors thanks to unusual and original ideas, including cultural outings, board games, cuisine, music and
literary events.
A number of these activities take place at the club’s
own premises in central Barcelona, where the season began with such initiatives as a number of sessions in a beginners’ course in bridge, jam-making classes, tastings of
culinary produce and thrilling live football nights.
Other activities at the Doctor Espriu Club are staged in
such unbeatable settings as the Assistència Sanitària Doctors’ Golf Championship, the second edition of which was
held back in June at the exclusive Golf Montanyà Club,
where more than 70 entrants enjoyed a day of sporting
endeavour, prizes, surprises and, above all, a good time
shared with friends, against the backdrop of the unrivalled
beauty of the Montseny Nature Park.

.

Presentation of the book “The Doctor-Patient
Relationship” by Dr Martínez Montauti
On 16 October, Assistència Sanitària held the
presentation of the book The Doctor-Patient
Relationship by Dr Joaquín Martínez Montauti,
who works with the organisation and was until
recently Head of the Internal Medicine Department
at Barcelona Hospital. The presentation was
delivered by Dr Rosa Suñol, President of the Avedis
Donabedian Foundation’s Board of Trustees, with
contributions by Dr Àlex Aguilar Vila, Vice-Rector
for Outreach and Internationalisation at Barcelona
University; Maria Casado, Director of the Bioethics
and Law Observatory, and Ignacio Orce, President of
Assistència Sanitària.
The book, published under Barcelona University’s
own Edicions UB imprint, is the doctoral thesis of Dr
Martínez Montauti, a member of the Bioethics and
Law Observatory at Barcelona University and who
also teaches on its master’s course.

From left to right: Drs Rosa Suñol, Ignacio Orce, Joaquín Martínez
Montauti and Maria Casado, during the presentation of the book.
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Assistència Sanitària provides health
cover for refugee university students
The youngsters, most of whom are Syrian, arrived in Catalonia from Lebanon to continue
their war-interrupted studies at Catalan universities.
18 students, mainly of Syrian origin although they also
include Palestinians and Pakistanis, arrived in Catalonia
in early October from Lebanon as members of a programme to host refugee students at Catalan universities.
The initiative involves Assistència Sanitària as a result of
an agreement signed with the Department of Migration,
Equality and Citizenship of the Autonomous Government
of Catalonia.
The issuance of a student visa is dependent on having health cover during their stay, which is handled by
Assistència Sanitària. This means that the organisation
provides mandatory medical care for these young people,
who will continue at Catalan universities the studies they
had to give up because of armed conflict In the words
of Assistència Sanitària President Dr Ignacio Orce, “we
want to make it possible to host these people, and as a
continuation of our bursary programme, to extend to
university students from war-torn countries the spirit of
continuous improvement and promotion of knowledge
which characterises us as doctors”
The hosting programme was made possible by the
collaboration of the Department of Enterprise and
Knowledge, the UN’s refugee agencies (UNHCR and
UNRWA) and Assistència Sanitària, along with support
and funding from the Department of Employment, Social
Affairs and Families. The participants, aged between 18

Gravida extension now
in operation
In early October the new facilities of the Gravida fertility centre
located on the 16th floor of Barcelona Hospital opened their
doors. The extension, which serves to double the available
area, focused on the addition of new gynaecological consulting
rooms for appointments and follow-up, an expansion of the
administration section and the recovery area and waiting rooms,
all with the aim of maintaining and improving the quality of the
services and facilities.
It will also provide the staff of Gravida with more room to
go about their work. In all more than 25 people make up the
workforce at the centre, including gynaecologists, embryologists,
nurses and assistants, as well as administrative staff. Since it was
first founded in 2010 under the aegis of Assistència Sanitària, the
advanced human fertility centre has registered considerable and
sustained growth.

Some of the refugee students, alongside those responsible for the
hosting programme.

and 31, have registered at Catalan universities in order to
be able to continue studies that were cut short by war. To
optimise the results of the initiative, areas of knowledge
that could help contribute to the rebuilding of their countries of origin have been selected, such as architecture,
biology, languages and other qualifications..

.
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ASISA Foundation Department of Clinical Simulation
created at Miguel Hernández University
Miguel Hernández University in Elche, Alicante, and the ASISA Foundation have signed an
agreement to create the ASISA Foundation Department of Clinical Simulation. Through this
initiative, the two bodies will promote training, research and dissemination of information in the
field of clinical simulation.
The agreement to create the Department was signed
by the Rector of UMH (Miguel Hernández University),
Jesús Tadeo Pastor, and by the President of the ASISA
Foundation, Dr Francisco Ivorra, at a ceremony held at
the UMH Rector’s Office.
The main aims of the new Department are training,
research and development and transfer of knowledge in
the sphere of clinical simulation, by staging training and
research activities, organising seminars and conferences,
and other educational events.
With responsibility to promote these programmes
the Department will have as its Director Fernando Borrás, Vice-Rector for Research and Innovation at the
UMH as Co-Director Dr Maria Tormo, ASISA’s Director of Planning and Development; as Secretary Dr Juan

Caturla; and an advisory board made up of 8 members,
half of them appointed by each of the two bodies.
estABlished pArtnership

The ASISA Foundation Department of Clinical Simulation follows on from other partnership ventures between
the UMH and different entities of the ASISA Group,
such as the HLA Vistahermosa - UMH Deaprtment of
Reproductive Biomedicine, and the Francisco Carreño
Department of Universal Accessibility and Inclusive
Environment. The addition of this new professorship
brings to eight the number of these positions that the
ASISA Foundation now has at different Spanish universities, both public and private, in different autonomous
regions of the country.

.

ASISA sponsors restoration of Caravaggio’s
“St Catherine of Alexandria”
The Thyssen-Bornemisza National Museum and
ASISA have signed a agreement to sponsor the
restoration and technical analysis of Caravaggio’s
St Catherine of Alexandria (c. 1598), which began
this summer. The aim of the project is to increase
our understanding of the work and discover
details about the artist’s technique, so as to
continue showcasing the museum’s collections.
The results of the study, conducted by the
museum’s restoration department, will be
presented in November at an exhibition centred
on the work, including the macrophotographic,
x-ray and reflectographic images generated, as
well as audiovisuals showing in detail the work
performed.
ASISA’s sponsorship forms a part of the
organisation’s commitment to the promotion of
culture and the dissemination of art, as can be
seen in its efforts to support various museums,

Dr Francisco Ivorra, President of the ASISA Foundation, during the signature of
the agreement with representatives of the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum.

institutions and cultural organisations, along
with different artistic expressions, including in
particular music and photography.
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Valencia International University and the ASISA Foundation have signed a partnership
agreement to improve the academic and employment training of VIU students in the
field of health.

Agreement with Valencia International University to
improve health training
The aim of the agreement is to turn university students
into professionals with a genuine insight into the challenges and issues faced in working life, preparing them
to join the employment market through involvement by
the ASISA Foundation in a range of teaching, educational, practical and research activities.
Students in the field of health at Valencia International University will benefit from the partnership between the two organisations, for example in the form of
master’s qualifications in gerontology and people-centred care, the master’s courses in bioethics and in epidemiology of health, as well as degrees such as psychology, offering them the chance to combine theoretical
knowledge with practical skills and know-how, as well
as giving them the opportunity to undertake practical
university study placements at HLA Hospital Group establishments.
This partnership programme forms part of the
ASISA Foundation’s commitment to contribute to the
development of knowledge through programmes and
agreements with universities and scientific research
community. The same framework also involves the

The President of the ASISA Foundation, Dr Francisco Ivorra, and the
Rector of Valencia International University, Eva María Giner, during
the signature of the agreement.

participation in the educational and professional development of university students in a range of official and
internal university courses, as well as support for R&D
initiatives.

.

ASISA: Estudiantes medical provider
for fourth season running
ASISA will be continuing its partnership with the Estudiantes
Basketball Club for a further year, maintaining its position as
the team’s sponsor and medical provider during the 20182019 season. The renewal of the agreement between the two
institutions will provide the Movistar Estudiantes squad with
continued access to an extensive directory of doctors, the
latest treatments and the most innovative techniques and
healthcare advances.
Meanwhile, the insurance company will continue to be one
of the Movistar Estudiantes sponsors, with the ASISA logo
once again being featured on the back of the ACB team shirt
and the warm-up kit of all the teams, including the EBA junior
team, and those competing in the Women’s League and in
the final stages in Madrid and the Spanish Championships.
The agreement includes the agreement is support for the
Estudiantes youth academy, the most prominent in European
basketball.

The ASISA logo will be featured on the rear of the Movistar
Estudiantes shirt.

news

FAN3 children’s TV channel
reaches HLA Group hospitals
Thanks to the agreement signed by the ATRESMEDIA and ASISA Foundations, hospitals of
the HLA Group will broadcast the content of the first channel designed specifically for children
and youngsters in hospital.
toons) with health-related features by the Foundation
itself, providing children with information about hospitals and their staff in an approachable, viewer-friendly
way, tailored to a young audience. The programmes are
broadcast non-stop Monday to Sunday, from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. All the channel content, which is free of charge and
carries no advertising, is overseen by the Spanish Paediatric Association and the Spanish Official Association of
Psychologists. The channel currently is received in more
than 150 hospitals throughout Spain.

.

Silvio González, conseller delegat d’ATRESMEDIA, i el doctor
Enrique de Porres, conseller delegat d’ASISA, durant la signatura
del conveni.

The ATRESMEDIA Foundation and the ASISA Foundation, both organisations committed to making children’s
hospitals more humane places, have signed a partnership agreement y which they will implement the Children’s Hospital Humanisation Project promoted by the
ATRESMEDIA Foundation at the centres of the HLA
Hospital Group, which forms part of the ASISA Group.
All the HLA Group hospitals will from now on enjoy
the benefits of the various initiatives that make up the
ATRESMEDIA Foundation’s Humanisation Project, including the broadcasting of the FAN3 channel, events to
mark Child In-patients Day, and a range of activities that
aim to entertain and inform the youngest in-patients
about the process they are going through, with the aim
of normalising their condition and their time in hospital.
For example, they will be able to enjoy a special celebration of Book Day, visits by their favourite celebrities
from the world of TV, and the chance to take part in the
radio workshops and drawing competition organised by
the Foundation every year.
the only such chAnnel in spAin

FAN3 is the first television channel designed for children
and youngsters in hospital. The only one of its kind in
Spain, it combines entertainment content (series, car-

Oftalvist takes part in
international project to
avoid blindness
The Valencia Oftalvist clinic is the only private
establishment in Spain to take part in the international
project Fight Retinal Blindness (FRB), the aim of which
is to discover the shortcomings in healthcare and
potential solutions applicable to conditions associated
with the retina and macula, in particular age-related
macular degeneration (ARMD), which is the main
cause of irreversible blindness in those aged over 50
in Spain.
The international Fight Retinal Blindness (FRB)
project coordinated by Dr Mark Gillies and promoted
by the Save Sight Institute, both from Australia, is
basically a register of patients with macular conditions
undergoing treatment with intravitreal injections which
gathers information about how they function and how
they are administered in practice, while also sharing
the results with the leading specialist centres in every
country worldwide, to consider how the treatment
delivered can be improved and optimised.
Its quality in the field of macular condition diagnosis,
and the adoption of optimal treatment protocols for
these pathologies led to Oftalvist being selected by
Australia’s Save Sight Institute as a partner for this
initiative, which involves some of the leading doctors
and clinics specialising in the retina worldwide.
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HLA Moncloa acquires the most advanced
radiology image capturing system
The Cardiac Electrophysiology Unit at HLA Moncloa University Hospital has acquired the
Philips Azurion 7C20 system, which reduces direct radiation to the patient and diffuse
radiation to the doctor by 40%, while offering eight times the image resolution.

Dr Paylos and Dr Vicente Rull i Moncloa alongside the whole team of the HLA Moncloa University Hospital
Cardiac Electrophysiology Unit, at the opening ceremony of the new Philips Azurion 7C20 room.

The Cardiac Electrophysiology Unit directed by Dr
Jesús Paylos at HLA Moncloa University Hospital has
taken a further step forward in modernising its facilities
through the addition of the new Philips Azurion 7C20
digital radiology system, which reduces the time needed
for the procedure and provides a broader vision through
complex processes with three-dimensional real-time
imaging. “The main difference compared with the other devices that we used previously is that it provides
high-quality x-ray images with 8 times greater resolution, while the dose of radiation is 40% lower, reducing
both the direct radiation to the patient and the indirect
radiation to the team performing the procedure,” according to Dr Paylos.
First procedures

This new electrophysiology room, which is the first
available for electrophysiology at a private hospital anywhere in Spain, was opened in the presence of Dr José
Ramón Vicente Rull, Manager of HLA Moncloa, and Dr
Jesús M. Paylos, the Director of the Unit, alongside all
their team. The first procedures have already been preformed, including an electrophysiological study for ven-

tricular tachycardia, a cryoablation of pulmonary veins
to treat auricular fibrillation, an electrophysiological
study and radiofrequency ablation of an auricular flutter, and a defibrillator implant.
“It is an important improvement, above all because
we have a great many patients and the process is quicker. It is user-friendly and intuitive, and we can control
the whole process within the sterile field. Another
difference, for example, is that the rotational speed is
much greater. In short, it optimises processes,” says Dr
Jesús Paylos.
A Model Unit Internationally

The Arrhythmia Unit headed by Dr Paylos was the first
in Spain to treat auricular fibrillation (AF), the most
common arrhythmia among patients aged over 50, using cryoablation with a balloon catheter. So far 3,229
radiofrequency and cryoablations have been performed,
and 4,293 electrophysiological studies. Its 98% success
rate, along with its considerable experience, have made
it the only unit in Spain to take part in a worldwide AF
cryoablation study, the Cryo AF Global Registry promoted by Medtronic.

.

news

Senior executives of Argentine co-operative
ACA Salud visit Espriu Foundation
On 6 July the senior executives of the Argentine co-operative ACA Salud visited the Espriu Foundation to meet
its President, Teresa Basurte.
At the meeting, Horacio Quarin, Guillermo Bulleri
and Hector Jones, President, Manager and Head of Procurement at ACA Salud, respectively, explained in detail
the aims and activities undertaken by the Argentinian
organisation in managing the provision of healthcare
services for its members.
They also showed particular interest in learning
about the specific features of the Espriu Foundation’s
health co-operative model, along with the governance
structures and management formulae of its constituent
bodies.
ACA Salud is a medical and health organisation serving inland Argentina. It has been running for more than
30 years, owns 45 medical centres, 350 agencies and has
128,000 members. Its aim is to fulfil the healthcare needs
of agriculture and livestock farmers, independent professionals and SME owners and workers within the context
of a co-operative structure.

.

Teresa Basurte, Espriu Foundation President, alongside Horacio
Quarin, ACA Salud President.

A group of South Korean students visit Moncloa Hospital
to learn about its management model
On 31 August a group of students from the National Human Resources
Development Institute (NHI) in the Republic of Korea visited the HLA
Moncloa University Hospital to find out first-hand about how the hospital
is run, and its management model.
The group, who are coming to the end of their studies at the NHI, the
body that trains public officials and managers of the various levels of
government in South Korea, found the hospital and the Espriu Foundation
to be an interesting example of the social economy and co-operative
movement in Spain, which forms the central topic of their final project.
Espriu Foundation CEO Dr Carlos Zarco welcomed the students to the
hospital facilities and explained the essence of co-operative healthcare,
its model of governance, the differences between the public and private
health systems, and how the Espriu Foundation and its constituent
institutions function.
The seven students all highlighted the distinctive way in which the
hospital is run thanks to its co-operative governance model and its high
quality standards, two characteristics of interest to doctors, hospital
management professionals and public health authority managers in other
countries.

The group of South Korean students alongside Dr Zarco and Jose Pérez, CEO
and Deputy CEO, respectively, of the Espriu Foundation.
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At the gathering, at which Giuseppe Milanese was re-elected as President of the Italian
organisation, Dr Carlos Zarco explained the main challenges and operational approaches
of the IHCO, the International Health Co-operative Organisation, of which he has been
President since 2017.

Dr Zarco takes participates in the Italian
Confcooperative Sanità confederation’s Assembly

Dr Carlos Zarco
during his
address at the
Confcooperative
Sanità General
Assembly.

The Managing Director of the Espriu Foundation and
President of the International Health Co-operative Organisation (IHCO), Dr Carlos Zarco, took part in July
in the General Assembly of Confcooperative Sanità, the
Italian organisation that groups together healthcare,
pharmaceutical and social care co-operatives.
At the assembly held in Rome, Dr Zarco shared his
vision for the international health co-operative movement and analysed the current position, explaining to
Italian co-operative members the main challenges and
operational approaches being developed by the IHCO.

in the demand for medical provision and the downward
trend in the number of health professionals. Dr Milanese argued for a “halfway house between State and
market, made up of a multi-professional and integrated network of co-operatives of doctors, health workers,
pharmacists and mutual insurers, supporting the Italian
health system not only as health providers but as a subsidiary network with shared responsibility in providing
the public with services”. “A valuable tool,” Mr Milanese
concluded, “to reduce inequality and offset the growing
privatisation of Italy’s national health service”.

Improved health systems

Patients at the heart of activity

“The role of health co-operatives is an essential element for societies on the road towards a commitment
to improving health protection systems,” Dr Zarco said.
“Which is why,” he added, “we see involvement at gatherings such as the Confcooperative Sanità assembly
as important, allowing us to share our knowledge and
expertise in relation to health co-operatives, and offer
possible solutions to the problems arising today”.
The assembly also included a speech by Giuseppe
Milanese, who was re-elected as President of Confcooperative Sanità, in which he spoke of the difficulties
that healthcare is facing in Italy as a result of an increase

The Italian health co-operative movement aims to contribute to the creation of an integrated primary care
system through co-operation as the third way. It aims to
create a system that focuses on citizens, with patients at
the heart of its activity. Based on the universal health protection model, it must form part of the welfare state, with
a democratic and participatory system of governance.
There are at present some 11,000 co-operatives in
operation in the healthcare sector in Italy, with a turnover of close on 15.3 billion euros and over directly employing 368,000, mainly long-term workers, most of
whom are women.
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GSEF social economy forum brings together
1,700 experts from over 80 countries in Bilbao
The gathering, attended by a representative of the Espriu Foundation, ended with a final
declaration in which the participants undertook to call for a UN resolution in support of the social
economy.

Left to right: Minister Magdalena Valerio; Mayor of Bilbao, Juan
Mari Aburto; Basque President Íñigo Urkullu and Joung Youl Kim,
President of the GSEF, at the inaugural session of the Forum.

During the first three days of October, Bilbao became the
world capital of the social economy, as the venue for the
first Global Social Economy Forum (GSEF) to be held
in Europe. The gathering brought to the Basque capital
1,700 specialists, mayors and other political leaders from
84 countries, including South Korea, Cape Verde, Mali,
Canada, Portugal, Guatemala, Finland, Taiwan, the US
and France.
Fairer growth model

The multitudinous event, inaugurated by the Minister of
Employment, Migration and Social Security, Magdalena
Valerio, Basque President Íñigo Urkullu, and the Mayor
of Bilbao, Juan Mari Aburto, ended after three days with
a final declaration in which the participants undertook to
call for a United Nations resolution in support of a fairer,
more inclusive and more sustainable growth model.
The Bilbao Declaration also sets out the determination of the participants to improve environmental practices and to “mobilise ethical, alternative and solidarity
finance and local savings” to support social economy,
based on the conviction that “social economy enterprises and organisations are viable, efficient, and generate
social value and economic returns”, and “promote and
create decent work embedded in values of social justice
and respect for labour rights”.

Next meeting in Mexico City.

Minister Magdalena Valerio had already made a similar statement in her opening address, in which she asserted that “the businesses of today and tomorrow must
espouse the principles and values of social economy enterprises… as a powerful tool in achieving the socio-economic development Spain”. At the same opening session,
the President of the Basque Government, Iñigo Urkullu,
emphasised for his part that “shared labour is a combination of human development and sustainable growth.
This is,” he added, “our model, strongly rooted in our
society and enterprises”.
The Bilbao edition of the GSEF is, following on from
the Seoul and Montreal events, the third time this international network which comprises public authorities and
civil society stakeholders at the local level committed to
the development of the social economy has been staged.
The next international GSEF forum will be held in Mexico City, with the aim of creating quality employment, fair
growth, the advancement of grassroots democracy and
sustainable development. The principles underlying all
activity at the GSEF are based on such values as human
dignity and sustainable environmentalism.

.
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Social economy enterprises employ
13.6 million people in the EU
According to the “Euromed Report on social economy and entrepreneurship in the EuroMediterranean region”, produced by the CES (Economic and Social Council of Spain), there are
nearly 3 million social economy enterprises in the EU, accounting for 8% of GDP. The report,
which will provide the basis for the promotion of the social economy on both sides of the
Mediterranean basin, will be debated before the year is out at a Euro-Mediterranean Summit of
economic and social councils.
There are 2.8 million social economy entities and enterprises of all sizes in the European Union, generating 8%
of EU GDP, and employing 13.6 million people. Meanwhile, in the countries of the Southern Mediterranean it
is estimated that there are a further 300,000 enterprises
of this type, generating 1.5 million jobs, according to the
“Euromed Report on Social Economy and Entrepreneurship in the Euro-Mediterranean region”.
The report, headed by the CES (the Economic and
Social Council of Spain), administered together with its
Euro-Mediterranean counterparts, acknowledges the social economy as one of the agents responding to shared
socio-economic challenges in the north and south of the
Mediterranean region, contributing to the promotion of
economic growth, the underpinning of sustainable local
development, and also improved access to the employment market and decent work conditions.
Supportive context for entrepreneurship

The report proposes measures to ensure that public policy guarantees that new social economy and entrepreneurial initiatives develop within a context that supports
their activity and job creation.
Meanwhile, the report identifies priorities in order
to drive forward social economy entrepreneurship in
the Euro-Mediterranean, including the following: motivate entrepreneurship as a professional opportunity,
promote quality education and training, foster productivity and competitiveness, overcome barriers that could
limit trade, improve the quality of institutions, establish
appropriate regulation of markets, facilitate second opportunities for entrepreneurs who initially do not succeed, provide financial resources to allow enterprises to
be set up at a reasonable cost, and guarantee access to
infrastructure.
Lastly, the report proposes focusing cooperation between the EU and the countries of Southern Mediterranean as to issues such as releasing enterprise potential,
the creation of SMEs and social economy enterprises,
training for workers in accordance with the needs of the
employment market, improve support services for enter-

prise creation and easier access to finance, all of which
are aspects linked to priorities in the social sphere, such
as job creation for young people and women.
A major step forward

For Juan Antonio Pedreño, President of CEPES (the
Spanish Social Economy Enterprise Confederation), this
study “represents a major step forward as it will provide
the baseline for promoting a spirit of entrepreneurship
and the social economy, allowing us from this point onwards to drive forward the economic and social development of the Euro-Mediterranean region”.
In fact the Report, approved by CES Spain together
with its counterparts in Greece, Jordan, Morocco and the
European Economic Social Committee, will be debated
before the year is out at a Euro-Mediterranean Summit
of economic and social councils. Its final conclusions will
be passed on to the European Commission and to international organisations specialising in the development
of the Mediterranean.
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This is a rights-free image bank.
Sharing them will cost you nothing. By doing so, you will help us focus on the only tool
that will allow us to do away with abuses, inequalities and the violation of human rights:

No right to a life in peace.
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PROMOTE PEACEFUL AND INCLUSIVE SOCIETIES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, PROVIDE
ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR ALL AND BUILD EFFECTIVE, ACCOUNTABLE AND INCLUSIVE
INSTITUTIONS AT ALL LEVELS
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Programme of Activities
Global Social Economy Forum
1 to 3 October 2018
Bilbao will be the venue for the 4th edition of the Global Social Economy Forum, an event first launched
in Seoul in 2013. The gathering will bring together civil society representatives who recognise the social
economy as a key factor in local economic development. The debates at this new edition will focus on the
theme of “values and competitiveness for inclusive and sustainable local development”.

17th CIRIEC Social Economy Research Congress
4 and 5 October 2018
The Congress, which will be held at the Toledo Campus of the University of Castile-La Mancha, and based
on the theme of “The Social Economy: recent transformations, trends, and future challenges” will be divided
into 10 general workshops with 17 thematic workshops running in parallel. It will bring together current
scientific and practical debates regarding the social economy, and in particular on this occasion, its role in
the future of employment and social welfare, training and new trends and challenges.

Assembly of the International Health Co-operative Organisation
20 October 2018
The international umbrella organisation for health co-operatives will be staging its annual assembly in
Buenos Aires. On this occasion the debates will focus on the contribution made by health co-operatives to
the Sustainable Development Goals.

International Co-operative Entrepreneurship Think Tank
22 October 2018
Buenos Aires will be the venue for a meeting of representatives from leading co-operative groups, to address
topics such as co-operative enterprise strategies at the international level, value chains, artificial intelligence,
blockchain technology and the Sustainable Development Goals applied to large-scale co-operatives.

Global Forum on Health Promotion
14 November 2018
In partnership with the WHO and the Global Health Institute, the Alliance for Health Promotion is
organising this forum in Geneva to address topics connected with health promotion in the prevention and
control of non-communicable diseases, and how to translate global declarations into specific actions with
an impact on communities.

Executive Council of the World Health Organization
24 January to 1 February 2019
The Executive Council of the World Health Organization will be meeting in early 2019 at the WHO
headquarters in Geneva to implement the decisions and policies agreed by the member states at the World
Health Assembly.
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Personalised medicine
Scientific advances that provide an insight into the genetic profile of every
patient have opened the door to personalised medicine and precision
medicine. These new treatments are particularly effective against certain
diseases, such as breast and lung cancer. However, these same innovations
in turn raise questions the answers to which concern not only medicine
but also other areas of knowledge, such as law, psychology and the
humanities, and beyond this, society as a whole.

.

Thanks to advances over recent years in both prevention and quality of life,
and above all in scientific and technological knowledge, more than half of
cancers are now cured, while many patients live for longer and with a good
quality of life.

Precision medicine
Dr. Carlos Humet
Medical Director of Barcelona Hospital

Yuval Noah Harari1 suggests that this century Homo
sapiens could once again double the life expectancy of
the species, and even overcome death at some unspecified point in the future. A less bold assertion would be
to claim that we are witnessing the beginning of the
end of cancer.
Advances over recent years in terms of prevention,
lifestyle, nutrition, early diagnosis, the precision of diagnostic equipment, our understanding of the genome,
molecular biology, improved understanding and surgical techniques, chemotherapy first followed by immuno-therapy, biological medication, pharmaco-genomics, and more recently what is known as personalised
or precision medicine, have offered substantial advances resulting in more than 50% of cancers being cured,
while many patients live longer with a good quality life,
and will often now die with cancer, but not because of
cancer.
Precision medicine2-3 is a treatment that focuses
on disrupting the changes that occur in cancer cells.
Understanding how the cells grow and divide, and how
they spread, means we can identify specific treatment
targets for each patient and type of tumour, both at the
time of diagnosis and during its subsequent evolution.
Over the following pages we set out two examples
of how two common groups of tumour are tackled:
breast cancer and lung cancer. These are tumours for
which the tools available allow for the focused treatment referred to above, which is now available for
those patients entrusting their care to our institutions
and professionals.
Nonetheless, the price of these new treatments

may limit access by all patients who need them, and
even give rise to serious conflicts of interest, in which
professionals place their interests ahead of patients’
needs4, as has been reported frequently in media coverage of cases that have provoked scandals.
In any event, over the coming years we will see first
the control of, and later victory over, the group of diseases that we generically refer to as cancer.

1 Harari, Y. N.: Homo Deus, Breu història del demà. Debat, Barcelona 2016.
2 https://www.cancer.gov. “Medicina de precisió i teràpia dirigida”. Consulta el 7/10/18.
3 Lehmann-Chee J. et al.: Cancer genomics guide clinical practice in Personalized medicine. Therapie (2017) http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.therap.2016.09.015.
4 Martínez Montauti, J.: La relación médico-paciente. Col·lecció de bioètica, 9. Edicions de la Universitat de Barcelona. Barcelona, 2018.
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Dr Enric Carcereny, Assistència Sanitària specialist in lung cancer, and Dr Xavier Puig,
pathologist and Medical Director of Biopat, explain the advances in the treatment of
lung cancer.

“With lung cancer, directed
treatment and biological therapy
have progressed a great deal”
Daniel Romaní

Lung cancer has the highest fatality rate of any cancer.
Some 1,000 people die of lung cancer every day in Europe. This figure is higher than those dying of breast, colon and prostate cancer all together. Smoking has done
a great deal of harm, and although levels have fallen,
it continues to do so. The fact is that before smoking
became a widespread habit, lung cancer was very uncommon. There is still plenty of work to do in terms of
raising awareness among the population that smoking
is lethal.
“Lung cancer is diagnosed late, but directed treatment and biological treatment have made a great progress,” states Dr Enric Carcereny, Assistència Sanitària
oncologist, specialist in lung cancer and Vice-President

of the Spanish Lung Cancer Group.
Dr Carcereny “compares” normal cells with the
lights in a room which, when they are not needed, are
switched off. The tumour cells are the ones that are always turned on. “We can now identify the switches of
the tumour cells. And we can also identify the alterations
in the tissue and the serum,” explains Dr Carcereny.
Another major advance in curing lung cancer is immuno-therapy, which has proved highly effective in treatment through the use of the immuno-histochemistry
of the biomarker PD-L1 (Programmed cell death ligand
1). “In order to grow the tumour camouflages itself, and
certain immunological treatments strip away the camouflage. The patient’s own immune system can then

eliminate the tumour,” Dr Enric Carcereny explains.
“Molecular studies with technologies such as PCR
(Polymerase Chain Reaction), fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) and genetic sequencing can be used
to focus the treatment on specific genetic alterations,
what are known as target therapies, or more recently
personalised or precision therapy. In fact, all therapies
are in a way personalised, but current studies that detect
molecular alterations are in particularly so, since they
focus specifically on the malignant cells with the alteration that dictates their aggressive behaviour,” says Dr Xavier Puig, Assistència Sanitària pathologist and Medical
Director of BIOPAT. “In the case of lung cancer, which

requires the study of numerous possible therapy targets
in each patient, normally with very small volume samples,” adds Dr Xavier Puig, “then new platforms capable
of sequencing a great many genes in one single analysis
are particularly useful, achieving very high sensitivity
above all in samples with a very low concentration of tumour DNA or RNA. This technology, known as mass or
next-generation sequencing, has been used at BIOPAT
for two years now, and is part of the clinical routine at
Barcelona Hospital and Grup Assistència”. In fact, BIOPAT was one of the first laboratories in the country to
deploy these new technological resources in the field of
oncological care.

.

BIOPAT, Molecular Biopathology Grup Assistència.

A model molecular pathology laboratory
Dr Natàlia Rodon and Dr Xavier Puig
www.biopat.es

BIOPAT is a model laboratory
which focuses on transferring the
latest scientific and technological
advances in molecular pathology
to the field of healthcare. The
company was founded in 1995,
as a joint venture by Assistència
Sanitària Col·legial S.A. and the
professional group Histopat S.L. for
this very purpose.
The laboratory, located at
Barcelona Hospital, offers a wide
range of molecular tests with
clinical application in different
medical specialisms, with a
particular emphasis on oncological
pathology. Keeping this service up
to date is essential for achieving
BIOPAT’s goals, and involves
constant initiatives to validate
and incorporate new molecular
techniques, and to review the
methodology of those already in
place. Aside from its healthcare
activities, since it was first founded

BIOPAT has also made efforts
to develop different lines of
oncological research, dedicated
above all to the incorporation of the
molecular basis for the validation of
predictive factors and the study of
new treatment targets.
The characterisation of the
molecular profile of many malignant
neoplasias is now essential in
selecting the ideal treatment for
each patient, while also providing
diagnostic and prognostic
information. Since the development
of the human genome project,
completed in the early years of
the century, and the subsequent
cancer genome project, new highly
productive technological platforms
are being developed, capable of
simultaneously studying at high
speed multiple genes and multiple
alterations in the same sample.
The immediate consequence

has been the possibility of
handling and analysing a large
volume of scientific information,
and identifying new molecular
signatures open to medical
application. Within this biotech
context, one of the greatest
successes achieved by BIOPAT
was the inclusion of mass or nextgeneration sequencing (NGS), a
flexible, highly efficient tool with
practically unlimited possibilities in
the simultaneous study of multiple
genes in one single test, using
extremely low initial concentrations
of DNA or RNA. Following initial
internal validation in 2016, we
implemented NGS as the standard
methodology for the molecular
characterisation of solid tumours.
To date, having conducted more
than 1,000 studies, we can vouch
for the validity of NGS as the
leading diagnostic methodology at
our laboratory.
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The development of genetic studies has led us to the conclusion that breast cancer is not one
single disease but several, with highly diverse origins. Each of them is addressed differently,
with more personalised treatments that have proved to be much more effective. Alongside
early diagnosis, this is one of the reasons why breast cancer recovery rates are as high as 85%
among women with the disease.

New advances in breast cancer
treatment at Barcelona Hospital
Daniel Romaní

Breast cancer, the most commonly known type of cancer as is known affects mainly women although men
account for a small proportion of cases, nearly 1%. “In
the 1970s, in Europe 20% of women suffering breast
cancer were cured, while now 85% of those suffering
the disease recover. The growing awareness among
women as to the need for breast scans, self-examination, the combination of treatments and improved
diagnosis have been decisive factors in increasing the
success rate,” according to Dr Miquel Àngel Seguí, Assistència Sanitària oncologist and a specialist in breast
cancer. “The goal in breast oncology is that girls being
born now will not die of breast cancer. It is a complex
disease and it is hard to reach a mortality level of zero,
but we would like to be very close to that witin the next
25 or 30 years,” says Dr Miquel Àngel Seguí, Professor
of Oncology at UAB and a member of the Spanish Medical Oncology Society.
“We are now also focusing much of our effort on
aiming to minimise the side effects of treatment. In
Catalonia there are around 50 or 60,000 women who
have had breast cancer and have a series of illnesses
connected with the disease or the treatment. All of
them require multidisciplinary care, taking into account the gynaecological aspects, problems of fatigue,
muscles and bone issues… that they suffer after the

treatment, so as to give them the best possible life,”
says Dr Seguí, who works at Barcelona Hospital where
there are around 180 breast cancer diagnoses a year.
“We have been applying personalised, hormonal
treatment for breast cancer for many years now. But
it was about twenty years ago, at about 2000, that
complex genetic studies led us to the conclusion that

Dr. Seguí
Assistència Sanitària Oncologist

“It is a complex disease
and it is hard to reach a
mortality level of zero,
but we would like to be
very close to that witin
the next 25 or 30 years”

Dr Eugeni Saigí, with the Oncology Department team at Barcelona Hospital.

breast cancer in fact comprises a number of different
diseases, that therefore require different treatments,”
states Dr Eugeni Saigí, specialist in medical oncology,
coordinator of the Assistència Sanitària oncology department and Director of Oncology at Parc Taulí, and

Dr Saigí
Assistència Sanitària Oncologist

“For 15 years now, breast
cancer treatments
have differed greatly
in accordance with the
patient’s biology”

also a member of national and international scientific
societies.
In relation to the different types of cancer, Dr Saigí
clarifies that there are those caused by hormones, in
which case the treatment involves altering the hormones, those caused by an alteration of the gene
HER2, the type of cancer with the worst prognosis,
but for which at least six highly effective treatments
have been devised since it was discovered, and lastly,
the triple negative gene condition, which is treated
with chemotherapy or immunotherapy.
“For the last 15 years breast cancer treatments have
differed considerably in accordance with the patient’s
biology, or cell type. This means that a highly detailed
biological study of the patient is very important. The
cost of genetic studies has gradually fallen, which gives
us a greater margin to obtain biological information,”
says Dr Saigí. “Between 5% and 10% of breast cancer
is hereditary. We have treatments devised for the mutations that are transmitted by inheritance,” he adds.
“It is important to define the disease very clearly.
These days, treatment programmes are combined, and
studies help establish the order in which treatments
should be applied. This makes teamwork very important,” concludes Dr Eugeni Saigí.

.
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Professor of Surgery and Medical Director of San Carlos Clinical Hospital, Dr Julio Mayol is
also Trustee and Vice-President of the San Carlos Biomedical Research Foundation. With
the perspective that this professional experience gives him, he explains in this interview
what personalised medicine is, and how it differs from precision medicine. Beginning with the
technological advances that made it possible, he addresses the fundamental challenges faced
by medicine, health and society at a time in which he himself believes there are “more questions
than answers”.

“Our postcode is more important than
our genetic code in determining our life
expectancy”
Dr. Julio Mayol, Medical Director of San Carlos Clinical University Hospital in Madrid

What is personalised medicine?
There has been a great deal of confusion in the use of
this term, because on the one hand we have precision
medicine, and then also personalised medicine, which
are not the same, although the two terms are used interchangeably. They both refer to the provision of services
or treatments focused on the specific genetic characteristics of a patient. The technological development that
allowed us to sequence the human gene means we can
identify specific alterations which allow us to decide
whether or not a person will respond to a treatment,
but while precision medicine is guided by genetics, personalised medicine instead takes into account not only
genetic information, but also social and memetic information about the patient. A great emphasis is placed on
providing treatments guided by genetic and genomic information, but we typically overlook social information
about the patients.
Are advances in genomic and personalised medicine
raising false expectations as to health?
As with any new progress or knowledge, we go through
a period of overestimating the effectiveness of findings
which, when they are put into practice, fail to deliver.
Firstly because genetics and genomics are not as linear
as people think, because life is a highly complex, highly redundant system, with numerous interactions that
we do not always manage to understand. And second,
because not all genes are expressed in the same way:
epigenetics plays a very important role, which means
that our genes are expressed in different ways.

What is more, these findings never take into account
human behavioural and organisational factors, which
we need in order for a theoretical model to function in
practice. Right now, personalised medicine has very few
applications. For example, it is used for some patients
with specific malignant tumours and for highly advanced
stages of disease. But we can’t cure anything yet with
personalised medicine. We might be able to in the future,
but not right now. It is more a promise than a reality.
And what will happen in the future?
We don’t know. In fact, we might evolve towards something different. Predicting the future with the limitations
of our current knowledge is really difficult. We have been
fighting cancer for decades now, and haven’t achieved
everything we set out to do 50 years ago.
Personalised medicine also raises problems in the
fields of ethics, law, economics…
Economics and ethics are very closely linked, because
it’s not only medication or treatments that can have
toxicity. There is also an economic toxicity connected
with questions as to how much it costs, how much society is prepared to pay for it, and the relationship that
will be established between the research effort and the
return on that effort for the companies that produce
treatments. The patents system means that there is one
model for the commercialisation and exploitation of
medicinal products. Will it change? We don’t know. If it
doesn’t change, how will we make it sustainable? It’s too
complex a system to be able to make predictions.

As for the legal questions, and how to guarantee the
protection of personal genetic data, which are particularly sensitive, this is a complex issue, because we need
to strike a balance between discovering new things and
protecting information, which, like everything in life,
entails risks and benefits. What is great is that there is
no one system that is a hundred per cent secure.
Knowledge often makes progress by breaking the
rules, and legislation has to guarantee citizens’ rights.
Combining the two is complex, particularly in Western
societies, because in Europe and the United States this
is an issue of real concern to us, although in China, for
example, it doesn’t seem to be a worry at all. Will this
create global differences between countries which, because of their socio-political characteristics, can disregard what Europeans or North Americans hold sacred?
The problem with our transformation into data-driven
societies is that the problems are no longer local, but
global. And unless there are global agreements, then
asymmetries will arise.
How do advances in personalised medicine affect
invention?
From a theoretical perspective, we have the concept that
if I can identify those people who will have a particular
illness and treat them first, I can stop it from developing. That is a simple theoretical model for anyone to
understand. Nonetheless, it will depend first of all on
the quality of the marker, and its ability to give an early
diagnosis or prediction of what will happen. And second, the natural history of the disease we are aiming to
correct, and also, in third place, the means of treatment
and their side effects.
It may be, as has happened with conditions such as
prostate cancer, that after a few years we reach the conclusion that early diagnosis isn’t better, because it leads
us to “overtreat” patients who would not have developed
the disease. And so we need to be very careful there. As
a theoretical model it’s highly appealing, but then you
have to put it into practice, and in reality things don’t
look so pretty. Why? Well, because anything human is
open to errors and limitations. The theoretical model
is one thing, and its application in reality another. We
might find it useful in the future, but for the moment
we don’t know.
Another element that is in vogue is big data, which
according to some experts will revolutionise the
world of health.
For the moment, big data is not revolutionising health.
It’s simply another model. It comprises the use of massive volumes of data (not only from the health system)
to allow us to understand the characteristics of each individual and of the population within which an individual
develops, so as potentially to predict the development of

diseases and improve the treatment.
But this is a theoretical model. It does not function at
the moment, and there are problems because it depends
on the volume of data that you have and the subjectivity
of this data… For example, practically all studies into cancer are conducted in Western populations, whereas not
all humans have exactly the same genome. With a few
variations you could have very different results, and so if
you feed and train an artificial intelligence system with
big data that has certain biases, it could be that when
you try to apply it to some other type of population or
subject, it doesn’t work.
Should only public authorities have access to our
health data?
The data from patients’ interactions with us are not ours.
They belong to the citizens, to each one of them. And
it is citizens who continuously give their data to Google, for example. Is it more important to know that you
have had appendicitis, or that you go to a particular bar
every day and have a beer? What says more about you?
What makes you more vulnerable? That is a big debate.
The greatest problem with big data and technological
advances is the lack of social debate and reflection about
the issue, at least in this country. A social debate on its
ethical and moral perspective.
Is there any country that could serve as a model in
that regard?
There are no major models, but there are countries that
are making progress. In fact, that is one of the crises.
In our Western context, the Nordic countries and the
United Kingdom are undergoing a more in-depth reflection on the question, but I don’t think that we are
seeing a thorough debate about the future of technology
or this new global stream of thought based on big data.
Because it is global. And it is not happening because of
interests, beliefs, the social model… In short, because it
is a complex issue.
Are changes happening in the way we manage
healthcare?
For changes to happen in the healthcare model it’s not
enough for the technology to change. There also has
to be a change in the way people think, and we need
to know what our aims are. For the moment there has
been no change in either of these two areas, and so we
will be using big data to carry on doing things the same
way. And that might not be the solution for the health
system. In other words, more surgical operations, more
appointments, etc., isn’t necessarily better.
You argue that we should switch from a model that
delivers services to one that obtains results. Why?
This is what I wanted to arrive at. When someone goes
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“Personalised
medicine is more
a promise than a
reality”
“The greatest
problem with
big data and
technological
advances is the
social reflection
on its application,
which is not
happening”
to see a doctor, what are they after? What are they paying for? To have something resolved or to have something looked at? The fact is that they are paying to have
it looked at, which in the 19th century was fine, but not
now. If we continue paying to have things looked at,
what will the system aim to do? Give us more. Will we
be better? We don’t know, and we don’t care. We assume
we will be better, because that’s what we want, to have
things looked at. In fact, the principle that governs the
system is equality in access to the system, not equality
in the result. What we buy into as citizens in the social
contract is a service, not a result. Now we are in the 21st
century, and know fairly well how people respond to
treatments, we should be paying to be given results, both
individually and collectively - to be given value.
And how does that change?
Does it first of all need a change in the business model, in
what you pay me for? Do you pay me to run a thousand
CAT scans year, or to have a healthy population? You
need to know how people think, because that is what
defines the system. While we remain in this model, the
solution is this model. It is imperfect, but it’s the solution. A system that uses 9% of GDP to provide universal

healthcare is perfect. What is the problem we want to
resolve? That is the fundamental question. With this
model we have resolved one problem: we wanted to offer universal healthcare at a reasonable price. Universal
healthcare means access to services, more or less equal
access and at a price we can afford. We already have that.
But is that what we want?
And my approach is that what we want is value. All
the countries that spend more on health than we do,
such as the United States or Denmark, have shorter life
expectancy, because spending more is not the same as
living better. When there are cutbacks, what declines is
not access to services by those who have more, but by
those who have less and need more.
We normally say that to address this imbalance we
need to increase expenditure, but what we really need
to do is to sort out the issues. The first one is to ask the
right question, and then to build the model. It’s not a
question of whether or not we provide personalised
medicine, but of what we want. Right now I don’t know
what people want. All I know is that I have to produce
services. My intuition is that this is good, and so I try
to hire the best people, keep myself up-to-date, go to
congresses… But how do I really know if that is the case?

“For changes to
happen in the
healthcare model
it’s not enough for
the technology to
change. There also
has to be a change in
the way people think”

Another recurrent concept is P4 Medicine (preventive, predictive, participatory, personalised), to
which you add a fifth ‘P’.
The fifth ‘P’, which is overlooked, refers to “populational”, because as human beings we don’t fall ill or remain
healthy individually. Our species is highly social, and
our postcode is more important than our genetic code
in determining our life expectancy or the diseases we
develop. If we don’t see that globally, then we can treat
individual patients really well, but can also with great
precision arrive at the wrong destination. What you have
to do is to understand your population, to know what’s
happening to it, to understand what it wants, through its
representatives, etc. And meanwhile you have to encourage participation, in other words society needs to want
to take decisions within this system.
One of the most interesting analysis that has been
conducted recently is into how we aim to regulate people’s lives when apparently, what younger generations
are saying is “hands off my life”. The result is contradictory, because prevention specifically involves invading
someone’s privacy, and telling them what they should
do. How do we reconcile a progressively more individ-

ualistic society with also wanting a society with more of
a social conscience? And that is what we have to try to
understand in order to build a new system, or we will run
the risk of creating something completely disconnected from society. The ultimate aim of do-gooders is for
everyone to live better, but then there are people who
say: “I’m the one best able to decide how I want to live.
Maybe I don’t want to live long”.
All of which means that we are going through a really interesting time in terms of the healthcare system.
On the one hand we have our capacity to get people to
live longer by aiming to prevent as much possible. And
on the other, there are people who don’t want anyone
invading their life or taking decisions that affect them.
How do we reconcile that? With communicable diseases,
which represent a public health problem, there is a moral principle: clearly you have to control them, because if
you don’t then that affects someone else’s life. But what
about non-communicable conditions? We need a really
thorough reflection about what kind of society we have
and what kind of society we want.
And that reflection needs to involve everyone who
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is affected…
That’s the thing. Ultimately, the general public. All of
civil society. It’s a fundamental reflection and we’re not
doing that, among other things because it’s hard to include in an electoral manifesto. It’s complex.
How have new technologies and the Internet affected the field of healthcare and medicine in general?
They have had a real effect in the field of research and
knowledge management, but that is about access to
explicit, scientific knowledge, and medicine needs tacit knowledge, agreements, consensus to see how that
knowledge is applied in reality.
The aim is to develop systems that support decision-making and artificial intelligence that would allow us to improve, but that is a point we have not yet
reached. Public and patient access to knowledge has
improved. What we don’t know is whether the expectations and quality of life of those who have that access has
improved or will improve. Some people see all of that as
highly positive, while others find it overwhelming. But
the fact is that they are all just opinions, because there
are no specific data that allow us to know that. There are
studies that show that people access more knowledge
about their illness, which empowers them, but the future, with the Internet and artificial intelligence systems
and technological development in engineering, entails a
risk if you don’t use them well. That is why I spoke earlier about an ethical, moral and social reflection.
Do we run the risk of giving such a decisive role to
new technologies that healthcare and medical practice become dehumanised?
No. In part they already are depersonalised, not because
of machines but because of people. Everyone blames machines for depersonalising healthcare, but in my view, it
has happened because of the way human beings function
within the organisation, with health professionals showing more interest in medical science than in medicine,
within a model for the industrial production of healthcare services which makes us part of a chain that we
increasingly don’t understand. And so doctors are experts
in some particular thing, rather than the person. It’s not
the machines that make us ignore our patients, it’s that
the build-up of highly specialised knowledge has constructed a model in which a patient is no longer a patient, but an ankle or knee. But that’s not the machines,
it’s the way we think. It is we as people who have depersonalised medical practice.
Technology has improved our capacity to treat more
people better, but the organisation focuses on generating services, and when you concentrate on generating
services, then patients are just one of the parts involved
in that process. As professionals we have the knowledge,
which is the most valuable aspect, and we process it only
in terms of our specialist field, because it’s a production
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line and we can’t waste time, we have patients waiting
for us.
That type of organisation has its benefits, because
it allows you to treat more patients, but it also has its
drawbacks, one of which is that there is no time for the
human aspect, to talk. It’s like the Charlie Chaplin film
Modern Times: they put you on a production line and you
do what you have to do, and that’s pure Adam Smith,
Taylorism. Smith said that on an industrial production
line each of those involved gradually develops their capacities until they become as idiotic as you can imagine,
because they only understand the one thing that they do.
And could that change?
Yes. Technology is in fact the solution, not the problem.
Provided that technology does things that add little value, that are routine and useless, that take up a lot of time
and add little value.
What advances will there be in the sphere of medicine?
I am far from optimistic. In fact, I don’t think we will see
any great changes over the next ten or fifteen years. In
the technological field, especially in relation to computational engineering the speed things move means it’s
hard to make predictions. And there will also be social
changes, in the sense that citizens can take control to
drive decision-making. What is certain is that there will
be a profound crisis in our model over the next two decades, not because of a lack of economic resources, but
because of a conflict between very different views of life:
we are being promised longer lives, probably thanks to
genetic manipulation, and that will cause a profound social polarisation. The problem, as always, will be human,
not technological. It will come out of how we apply our
knowledge, and will cause a crisis in the system because
of the conflict between very different ways of thinking.
Is there anything that can be done to avoid that crisis?
No, because there is no leadership to structure the
necessary social reflection that would allow us to arrive
at agreements and consensus as to what do with our
system, while at the same time we also face such major
challenges as globalisation and immigration, which also
have a far from negligible impact.
It is very likely that, from the demographic perspective, there will be a big change in Spain with the arrival
of people from Africa. Whether that is good or bad is irrelevant. That is not the debate, because they will come,
not only because of demographic pressure because our
society is ageing and has very low birth rates. That is
the most imminent challenge, more than technology or
ageing. We live in an era of questions, not answers. Our
knowledge is placing us in a challenging situation, facing
ethical dilemmas that we cannot ignore.

.

The practice of personalised medicine, based on detailed knowledge of our genetic
profile, will require the involvement of both individuals and society as a whole, and a
renewed professional responsibility on the part of our doctors. It also demands an input
from areas of knowledge beyond science, such as law, psychology and the humanities
in order to offer a satisfactory response to the complex questions raised by the
biotechnological advances that make it possible.

Personalised medicine:
a new field linking technology,
science and ethics
Dr. Fernando Bandrés. Professor at the UCM Medical Faculty, member of the ASISA Bioethics
and Healthcare Law Committee and of the UNESCO Network of Bioethics Chairs

If we accept that we are not the owners of knowledge
but its heirs, there are two key moments within the field
of medical practice when our most direct inheritance
was passed down.
1. From the first half of the 19th century we inherited the importance of anatomical clinical
method which, through clinical observation and
the organic correlation of the signs and symptoms
of disease, culminated in clinical autopsy. This is
how auscultation, palpation and percussion became procedures laden with clinical significance and
artistry, since the results of the examination had to
be connected to what could be seen in the cadaver.
2. During the second part of the same century there was a focus on, and prioritisation of, studying
and understanding diseases through the sciences
of physics, chemistry and biology. We are referring
here to medicine linked to the laboratory which,
according to Prof Claude Bernard, was the true
inner sanctum of scientific medicine. Its advances
allowed us to quantify albuminuria, evaluate cellular pathology, glycosuria, advances in microbiology, pharmacology, haematology and many other
related aspects of medicine. This inheritance gave
medical practice a physio-pathological mentality
able to describe a new nosological reality. One
example would be how phthisis changed its name,
to become known as pulmonary tuberculosis.

From the late 19th century onwards, evolutionism
had a highly significant impact on the concept of the
human body. An understanding of the autonomy of
the body, anthropotomy, became fundamental. This is
what Laín Entralgo referred to as the “anatomy of recapitulation”. One wonderful example of this heritage
is the Anatomical Treatise by Herman Graus, begun in
1920, which suggests that “The anatomy of the cadaver
is simply a means to arrive at a new and more thorough
rational understanding of our body. It is a living whole,
a correlation of organic parts, the relationship between
function, structure and morphology”.
The need, then, is to “recapitulate” the contributions
made by all the morphological disciplines, and to integrate them. Graus was a very important influence on
Alfred Benninghoff, whose Manual of Anatomy published
in 1936, brings together all these concepts which have
been handed down to modern times. The anatomy of recapitulation is the conceptual origin of clinical anatomy,
which was to lead on to ultrasound studies, radiological
anatomy and magnetic nuclear resonance, viewing the
human body and the patient as one integral, holistic
unit.
Propaedeutics, meanwhile, the ordered set of methods and procedures, shows us in a clinical history the
signs and symptoms recorded in an objective and subjective manner. This is propaedeutics seen as the combination of knowledge required, when studied with interest, discipline and rigour, in order to address genuine
clinical learning.
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Meanwhile, the practice of medicine, the science
or art of prevention, the prevention of a risk, harm or
danger, and the curing of diseases of the human body,
gives us an etymological inheritance. Linked to medereri, it is connected with “medicating”, “curing”, “caring
for”, while its roots are also to be found in the terms
“meditation”, “modesty”, “measure” and “moderation”.
A doctor is one who cures and takes care, because he
practises these values and virtues. Doctors pursue their
professional practice in the manner of a distinct science,
which, as Prof R. Panikkar wrote, allows them objectively to detect the systole and the diastole of the reality
in which doctor and patient coexist, within their context
and their circumstances.
We intuit, then, the high degree of complexity of
professional practice, as summarised in the words of
Prof Pellegrino: “Medicine is the most humane of the
arts, the most artistic of the sciences, the most scientific
of the humanities”.
A profession that is practised clinically. The term
“clinical” is connected with kline, bed, and klinein, to
bend over. The doctor bends over the patient’s bed to
establish a diagnosis. In other words, through gnosis,
knowledge, a doctor will be able to establish a differential diagnosis from among more than 10,000 pathological processes, developing clinical reasoning and
ascertaining whether the patient is ill or healthy. The
Latin term for health, “salus”, refers not only to physical,
psychological or social well-being, but is also connected
with the sense of “saving”, “greeting”, “safety”, “salvation” and also “deliverance”, thereby establishing a clear
historical relationship between medicine and religion,
while also viewing health as a spiritual state of grace or
a sacred immunity.
The heritage of the term “sickness” is not only connected with a more or less serious alteration of our
health, but also harmful passions or moral or spiritual
alterations: The Book of Genesis itself says that on the
second day God created the heavens and the solid land,
the stereoma, which provides support for everything,
and was translated by St Jerome as firmus or firmamentum, what is firm and solid. And so we may deduce that
firmus is connected with “affirm”, “consolidate”, “give
strength to”, or “encourage”, “confirm”. When someone
is not solid or firm, they are infirm, they cannot stand up
straight, they are ill or infirmus. At this point the clinical focus, based on signs and symptoms, takes on a new
perspective personalised in the form of the patient.
We could, then, suppose that clinical medicine has
always been, is and will be personalised, since an unequivocal relationship is established between the trust of
the patient and the awareness of the doctor, for whom
medical practice becomes a personal biographical
event, leading us on to a reassertion of the words uttered by Dr Gregorio Marañón: “I am not, and do not
want to be, anything other than a doctor, but to be so
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“The perspective of this
new personalised medicine
takes the specific form
of the individualisation of
diagnosis and treatment
based on an understanding
of the individual’s genetic
structure”

in an engaging way, I want and aspire to be so in every
possible dimension…”
A new era

In 1953, Crick and Watson discovered the structure of
DNA, and a little later, in 1971, Paul Burke obtained the
first molecule of recombinant DNA from a virus, which
marked the beginning of genetic engineering. From
that point onwards a something new took shape, a new
perspective on the concept of personalised medicine
relating to new technological advances in the sphere of
genetics and molecular biology.
One pioneer in this area was the molecular biologist

from Stanford University Leroy Hood, the designer of
the first protein analysis sequences, who asserted that
the medicine of the future would be known as “P4 medicine”: preventive, predictive, personalised and participatory.
This personalisation of medical practices was based
on the information provided by genomics and a detailed understanding of our genetic profile, allowing us
to calculate the risk of suffering certain diseases. New
technologies will serve to develop preventive and individualised treatments by studying new bio-markers and
treatment targets. Systems biology will provide enough
information to predict our health events, risks, susceptibility to certain conditions, and using algorithms, will
give us an insight into the evolution of an illness and our
response capacity to possible treatments.
For Hood, personalised medicine is also “a transition
from reactive medicine to proactive medicine”, which
will furthermore have major consequences: “First of all,”
according to the Stanford biologist, “it will absolutely
transform the business plans of every sector within healthcare. I also believe it will lead to the digitisation of
medicine; the capacity to obtain data about a patient
based on one single molecule or one single cell, which
will have the same consequence as the digitisation of
information technology has had. [...] Over time, the cost
of healthcare will fall to the point that we will be able to
export this to the developed world. The medicine of the
future will make use of many, more sophisticated measurements, and so will give way to more precise health
advice and genuinely personalised treatments.”
Over recent years the need has arisen to add a fifth
“P” with reference to precision medicine, a term that
reflects the importance and presence of new technologies, precision biotechnology, big data and many others
that lead on to the new concept of techno-science. The
perspective of this new personalised medicine takes the
specific form of the individualisation of diagnosis and
treatment based on an understanding of the individual’s
genetic structure. It is, then, connected with the genotypic and phenotypic profile and so it has also been given
other alternative names such as stratified, individualised, theranostic, or even à la carte medicine. Whatever
the case, it is highly likely that we are facing a new paradigm, in the same way as the discovery of penicillin
or the development of quantum mechanics.
The knowledge that emerges in this post-genomics
era will have a decisive influence on medical and healthcare practice, whether through establishing criteria
to recommend particular tests, the interpretation of results or the evaluation of their significance in diagnostic
and therapeutic decision-making. In order to improve
the delivery of personalised medicine, we will also need
a new propaedeutic approach, allowing us to address
training in the new and complex technologies linked to

genetic and biomolecular studies, the handling of new
diagnostic algorithms and new translational research.
New times, new questions

Just when we thought that with these new biotechnological advances we had all the answers, it turns out that,
to paraphrase M. Benedetti, the questions have now
changed
Is our whole being encoded in our DNA: our health,
physical and psychological aptitudes?
In these new times, with what is known as personalised
precision medicine, in which we recognise and admire
the great advances of the biomedical sciences and their
promising expectations, there are also new uncertainties and risks that arise as a result of a social culture of
consumption, within the context of patients demanding
“wish list medicine”, perhaps generating myths about
genetic information through false expectations, or even
creating a certain degree of “technolatry” and superstition as a result of technological advances.
Could this new, personalised medicine lead us to a
dogmatic approach, or even an uncritical technification, forgetting that medicine is not just a science,
but also an art and a craft?
My answer would once again draw on the words of Dr
Gregorio Marañón, who understands dogmatism as
“the excessive faith in anything labelled as science or
that uses science to inspire the admiration of fools”. A
scientist that is only a scientist, as a professional familiar only with his or her own profession could, Marañón
warned, be infinitely useful in that discipline, but we
must beware! Without general ideas that go beyond
that discipline, such individuals will become monsters
of vanity and susceptibility. They will believe their work
to be the centre of the universe, and will lose generous
contact with other truths and what is more, with others’
errors, which is what has the most to teach us, if we can
approach it with humanity. Science, the illustrious doctor added, cannot, despite its amazing advances, ever
explain everything. It will constantly conquer new territories that today seem inexplicable. But the boundaries
of knowledge, however far they might be extended, will
always have before them an infinite world of mystery.
Could untrammelled biotechnological development
mean that humanity becomes unrecognisable, that
we enter “post-humanity”? Could the genetic revolution be a form of discrimination?
This raises new questions that are not only scientific
and technical in nature, but questions without boundaries, that demand responses not only of science but
also other fields of knowledge, such as psychology, law,
philosophy and the humanities. So many questions of

“The practice of
personalised medicine,
which is preventive,
predictive, precise,
and demands our
active participation
as individuals and as
a society, presents us
with a new meaning
of professional
responsibility”

such complexity could give rise to a sense of vertigo and
panic, and almost a certain degree of bewilderment or
nihilism, both in caring and taking care, and in decision-making.
Do we need new values? Which ones? Or is what
we really need a renaissance of the values we have
inherited?
Again these are new questions corresponding to the
perception that is taking shape of a far-reaching mutation in terms of value, as the result of globalisation,
overcome by new technologies within the context of a
society imbued with a culture of the ephemeral, of accelerated obsolescence and subjective capriciousness,
with a striking loss of templates and reference points for
our values, except for the market price. Meanwhile, our
social consciousness fluctuates between states of panic
and enthusiasm. We should not forget that alongside the
development and dominance of technology, industrial
progress and the immediacy of communication, we also
coexist with growing pockets of poverty, violence and
ignorance.
But the situation is such that some authors, such as
J. Bindé at UNESCO, call on us to reflect on the need to
draw up a new social contract that would recognise a
new time for lifelong education, respect for the natural
world entrusted to us, cultural diversity and in particular
ethics, to be understood as the context within which we
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live, which means much more than simply occupation
or accommodation, and instead means the place where
we gather experience, knowledge and action. It would
seem logical that Hood’s P4 medicine should contain
the “P” of “participatory”, necessarily emphasising patients’ active participation in decision-making as to caring
for their health, which will mean not only exercising
rights and duties or highlighting the values and virtues of patience and professionals but also new forms of
education, and a social and health culture1.
It is then that the practice of personalised precision
medicine becomes a model with huge educational capacity, to show us the renewed humanism that we need
this century. So that the so-called “welfare state” becomes a way of being “natural and civilised”, the result
of lucid and critical analysis of the reality in which we
live and that lives in us. Renewed humanism means restoring and updating our language, expressed by truth,
goodness and beauty.
The practice of personalised medicine, which is
preventive, predictive, precise, and demands our active
participation as individuals and as a society, presents us
with a new meaning of professional responsibility tied
to the sense of re-spondeo, “a renewed commitment”,
as Prof Hans Jonás suggests: “Since it is no more nor
less than the nature of mankind which enters the sphere of the power of intervention, caution should be our
primary moral watchword and hypothetical thought
our first task. Thinking about the consequences before
we act is simply common sense. In this particular case,
wisdom demands that we go further and examine the
possible use of capacities before they are in fact ready
for use”.
As Julián Marías said, reality is always interpreted,
and the first interpretation involves putting a name to
it. Personalised precision medicine is defining a very
far-reaching and very rapid change. The development
of personalised medicine by using the body as an integrated network of corrections between genes, proteins
and complex biochemical processes is a great challenge
of our time, which we must address with a pride in both
present and future, while also recalling the experience
of those who preceded us in our vocation of knowledge,
so as to avoid hubris:

She, who to heaven soareth like a flame,
Pregnant, she knows not how, yet by the wind,
Is the true daughter of Desire and Fame;
To her, in whole or part, must be assigned
The cause why in this world we can, and may,
Not seven wonders but a hundred find.
Journey to Parnassus, Miguel de Cervantes

1
That it is a culture that givesman the ability to reflect upon himself. It is culture that makes us specifically human, rational beings, endowed with a critical judgment and a sense of moral commitment.
It is through culture that we discern values and make choices. It is through culture that man expresses himself, becomes aware of himself, recognises his incompleteness, questions his own achievements, seeks untiringly for new meanings and creates works through which he transcends his limitations. UNESCO, 1982. Mexico Declaration

The development of scientific and technological knowledge we have seen
over recent years will allow us to defeat many of the diseases that now seem
incurable. Personalised medicine is preventive, but is also participatory: it
demands our active involvement in decision-making as individuals, which
means exercising not only rights but also obligations, and above all in-depth
debate as to how we apply this knowledge.

.
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Mrs. Mercedes
Those who treat the sick about to exit
the portals of life give us due warning:
when the time comes, we don’t regret
as much what we did as what we didn’t do.
Thus, Mrs. Mercedes case isn’t much
different from most: she takes her leave
from life with a sense of guilt for all
the things she didn’t live. Her final
thoughts are for her granddaughter
who, Saturday, she knows full well,
spent her evening in the arms of a mate,
and from one Saturday to the next,
takes revenge on her days. There
you have it, life always wins in the end,
she thinks in a hush, and dies in peace.

© Mar Aguilera

Miquel Àngel Llauger
Translated by Sam Abrams
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Where are
the snows of
yesteryear?
Una producción de COMING SOON.
Directora de Casting ANNA GONZÀLEZ. Ayudante de dirección ANNA CAPDEVILA. Maquillaje y peluquería DANAE GATELL. Vestuario MARTA MURILLO.
Dirección artística VANESSA LOCKE, NORA WILLY. Sonido directo JORDI ROSSINYOL COLOMER. Diseño de sonido y mezclas ALBERT MANERA. Productores asociados ISABEL COIXET, MARCELO BUSSE.
Montaje LIANA ARTIGAL. Director de fotografía JULIÁN ELIZALDE. Guión ELENA TRAPÉ, MIGUEL IBÁÑEZ MONROY, JOSAN HATERO. Productora MARTA RAMÍREZ. Dirigida por ELENA TRAPÉ.

Technical details
Original title: Les Distàncies
Year: 2018
Running time: 100 minutes
Country: Spain
Director: Elena Trapé
Screenplay: Elena Trapé, Miguel Ibáñez Monroy
and Josan Hatero
Photography: Julián Elizalde
Cast: Alexandra Jiménez, Miki Esparbé, Isak
Férriz, Bruno Sevilla and María Ribera
Production: Coming Soon Films / TVC Televisió de Catalunya / Televisión de Galícia
/ Televisión Española (TVE) / Miss Wasabi
/ Busse, Halberschmidt / Instituto de la
Cinematografía y de les Artes Audiovisuales
(ICAA)

Enric Sòria
Most rites of passage stories filmed recently have focused on the unquestionably thorny processes of transformation that take place between youth
and the initial commitments of the adult world. These generational sketches examines another stage also full of confusion, namely adulthood, and
specifically the period of somewhat undefined duration in which a number
of youthful illusions have not yet disappeared, and maturity, if it has any
meaning at all, is constantly just over the horizon. Ultimately, human life
is perpetually bewildering. One need only take a brief look. Which is what
the second feature film by the talented Elena Trapé aims to do.
In Les Distàncies, a group of former fellow students pay a surprise visit
on an old friend living in Berlin for his birthday. The gang arrive at a difficult time, and the reluctant host disappears. Over the course of a day,
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the group find themselves forced to confront this emptiness, and without
their festive pretext, realise that they have nothing in common except
a fragile self-deceit. The woman who had the idea for the trip, pregnant
by a partner who has stayed behind in Barcelona, is still in love with the
young man who the host once was, and sees the visit as her last chance.
The plot is tenuous, and Berlin an interchangeable setting. The geographical distance clearly goes hand-in-hand with the separation of time.
They no longer know the man who is avoiding them, and the audience
knows him even less. The story is built on absence. Except for the woman
waiting for him in the claustrophobic flat, the other characters are extras.
She is the story, and the actress (a wonderful performance by Alexandra
Jiménez) handles this with courage. Her increasingly tense wanderings
around the empty rooms or the argument with the former partner of the
absent host, like a lioness marking out imaginary territory, gradually force
a recognition of the sad truth. Meanwhile, the emptiness clouds, deceives
and claws away, because the protagonist of her delayed love story is no
longer there. Useful illusions can become ulcerous ghosts that are difficult
to root out. This chronicle of disillusionment is a bitter film.
Elena Trapé handles the simple, melancholic story with truly brilliant
scenery with long fluid shots implying endless possibilities. The clash of
personalities is stunning, but what stands out above all the silences and
apparent downtime, when what is left unsaid speaks more than words. And
Trapé achiebes this without over emphasis and with a startling naturalness which on occasion gives rise to a striking impact that has you on the
edge of your seat. A difficult art, mastered only by heartfelt filmmakers.

.
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KATH LIFE GOES ON
MAN
DU.

The effects of the devastating earthquake that shook Nepal in
2015 are still visible in the country’s capital, Kathmandu. The
photographs taken by Dr Manuel Viola Figueras, who visited
the region this summer, show how life struggles on amid the
aftermath of the disaster, which caused more than 9,000 fatalities.
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culture.
Remembering Salvador Espriu

Belief in the courage
to understand the truth
Simona Škrabec

xlvii
Under the law and covenant
you will always keep,
under the duress of debate
with your equals,
build the slow temple
of your task,
raise the new house
on the lot
you dub with the name
of freedom.
And you, man of nowadays
from Sepharad,
no longer live death
from cowardly repose,
take the risk of saving yourself
from your ills.
Sail the fortunes of the sea,
ligthting the way with lightning.
Far from the harbor of refuge
you will wash away
in the waters of hope
all the blood
from this trampled
bull-hide.

Salvador Espriu, La pell de brau, 1960

Translated by Sam Abrams

Salvador Espriu stood at the impasse between a before and
after, and consciously accepted the role of go-between.
His figure represents a bridge, a privileged consciousness,
capable of linking two ways of living that do not match up
and can only communicate with intervention. His poetry
encapsulates the notion of rupture, of an irreconcilable
past and present.
Poem XLVII of The Bull-Hide (La pell de brau) emphasises that all his writing is based on “the duress of
debate”. The demand to overcome the limits of a known
and familiar world, to abandon comfortable situations,
is always present there. And so none of his verses can be
understood as a direct message, however often his poetry
might resonate with the impact of a slogan.
The poet writes in encrypted form in order to allow
us, if we truly make the effort to understand his “idiom”,
to enter both the present and past; with Espriu we learn
to view the concealed reality, what was before and what is
now. Thanks to his poetry we can critically weigh up both
direct experience and historical documents. The question he asks us is how we relate to the world. Nothing is
taken for granted, and instead everything we know must
be “re-examined”, “re-discovered”, analysed, weighed
up, before we can trigger any positive change. The “men
of now” in poem XLVII must be built slowly, through
the difficult task of learning to think of others as equals
among equals, doing away with the old hierarchies and
forgetting inherited hatreds. That is the true dimension
of freedom. Freedom is a space where fear and mistrust
disappear.
Thanks to these teachings by Espriu, both the present
and the past change forever. Espriu wanted to shake up
established images. He wanted to steal away all our certainties and build a new way of seeing things that would
have that “lucid, cold and subtle” rigour that he always
called for. The result of all this power should be “the slow
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temple” of the poem referred to here. Poetry should serve
to “raise the new house/ on the lot /you dub with the
name/ of freedom.” In other words, after a painful and extremely demanding process of analysis, we could aspire to
manage a world not made of prohibitions and of secrets.
However, his efforts to change the perception of the
human condition, to rebel against all unchallengeable
condemnations, to show belief in the courage to understand the truth, however harsh it might be, all of that died
out at some unspecified point in his life’s journey. Espriu

ended up identifying with an ethic of revolt as simple as
it was ineffective.
Which is a terrible defeat. His lines, which imposed
the challenge of understanding oneself - “take the risk
of saving yourself from your ills.” -, have nonetheless remained unreflected in Catalan poetry. Since his death
there has been little interest in digging in that direction
and learning from history what he had set about achieving, the capacity for analysis, lucidity at the price of excluding all self-complacency.
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